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Abstract

The following thesis is a qualitative study with the focus of how to use improvisational theater theory 
and practices as an inspirational source for designing narrative games that supports a high degree of 
player co-authorship. 

The motivation for this thesis comes from the inherent conflict between character fate and player 
freedom in narrative games. I offer an approach that embraces this conflict as a design situation rather 
than a logical or academical dispute. 

I argue that improvisational theater being an edge-case narrative medium, like video-games, has an 
enormous relevance and potential within game development as well as academia. Yet, it has been 
largely neglected as a research subject within game studies, by standing in the shadows of its more 
widespread parent; formal theater. 

By examining and analyzing both improvisational theater and video games as mediums and 
performances, I outline their similarities and differences, and present ways of which games has 
successfully staged player improvisation. 
Furthermore, based on these findings I explore the possibilities and potential of how the staging of 
player improvisation can be furthered beyond known examples, especially in narrative games. 
I do this by constructing a theoretical framework for utilizing player improvisation. With this as my 
fundamental stepping-stone I developed an experimental prototype, for the purpose of gaining insights 
of how player's improvisational behavior affect the overall narrative players construct through playing 
the game.  

This yields some interesting results, which indicates that basic staging of player improvising, has a 
profound effect on the in-game actions and narratives constructed by the players. Future refining of the 
format can pave the way for truly dynamic and explicit narratives.
 
The product of this thesis is comparative analysis of improvisation theater and video-games. This 
includes an examination of how current games successfully have staged player improvisation in 
different ways. Based on this have I developed an experimental game for the purpose of staging and 
testing narrative player improvisations and by this gaining insights of what future potential the format 
holds for game development. 



1. Introduction
In this section you will find the problem statement, motivation, foundation, methodology, and 
underlying motive for this thesis. 

1.1 Problem statement
In theater, the stage is the space in which central events of a play unfold. During a play, it is an 
autonomous world of its own. In improvisational theater (improv) the stage is more fluid, and the script
is developed on the fly. This is relevant for game studies and game designers in general, because 
games, like actors in improv, puts the player in situations where the player has never been nor has any 
chance of knowing exactly how one should react. While some games provide explicit step-by-step 
instructions for the player to follow, others allow for or center around improvisation. Often players 
must improvise a solution or a course of action with what tools and possibilities are available in the 
context. Improvisation can happen on several levels, mechanical being one, but players can also 
improvise in the process of mentally constructing events of the game world. In theatrical performances 
the stage can be set using different kinds of props, effects, by setting constraints for the actor(s), and by
hiding/showing bits of information and so on. Like in theater, game developers can set the stage for the 
player and thereby provoke or connote different behaviors, interpretations, and playable options. Thus, 
it will be interesting to analyze the game as stage and the player as an improvising actor. 
Not merely to compare video games and theater, because that is nothing new, but to analyze ways in 
which games have staged player improvisation, to what extend this has been fruitful, and how it can be 
developed further.

Research question:

How, and to what extent, have games been successful at staging players in spaces and 
situations where they must improvise or construct a possible course of action, 
comparable to that of actors in improvisational theater, and how can this staging be 
developed further?
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1.2 Motivation and foundation: Why improv?
Improv differs greatly from other narrative mediums, because it does not have a fixed script or even 
plot. The nature of improv is in many ways very playful (Uren 2008) and generative, which fits well 
the nature of narrative games (Murray 1998). There has been done relatively little comparison between 
video-games and improv, especially in contrast to the extensive comparison of video-games and 
traditional theatre (Murray 1998; Laurel 2014). Therefore, I believe there remains a largely untapped 
potential for game academics as well as designers within the field of improv.

1.2.1 The design problem in question: The paradox in play
To explain exactly why and how improv has relevance for designing narrative games, I will start from 
the very core of the design dilemma, by analyzing what I consider an inherent paradox in narrative 
games.
A narrative is traditionally a narrated presentation of a finite, linear, rigid, and structured series of 
events (Herman 2008). That is a definition (there have been written quite a few) of a narrative; it has 
already happened (fictional or not) and cannot be changed or challenged. There is nothing problematic 
about this in itself. However, in connection to games, it certainly becomes problematic if the outcome 
and every move are predetermined – that would not make much of a game or leave much, if any, room 
for play.
The following statements are reasonable to be considered true each on its own accord, yet the 
statements cannot possibly be true simultaneously. This leaves us with the following paradox:
 

I. Stories are predetermined in their nature (Herman 2008): characters are bound by the fate given 
to them by the author(s) or designers.

II. Games are uncertain (Costikyan 2013): One outcome may be most likely, but nothing is 
completely set in stone before it has happened. Even if an outcome is fixed, the exact way of 
reaching this outcome is not.

III. Games are capable of conveying some kind of stories to its players: Call it playable stories or 
narrative games - it is a story delivered to the player through the vehicle of playing a video 
game.

This leaves us with an interesting composition, or a bit of a pickle, if a designer fancies developing 
narrative games. 
A story, or a narrative, is a sequence of events. Most definitions specify that these events have 
happened; they are in the past, whether they are fictitious or not. The word "story" also derives from 
"history" (historía), which deals with past events through research. Thereby, a story is an account of 
incidents (fictitious or not) presented, connected, framed, or re-enacted by a narrator, author, director, 
actor or the like.
This is a fairly simple, common, and slightly vague definition. The crucial part about this definition is 
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the fact that a story is rooted in the past, even though stories often are presented as events unfolding in 
present time.
This effectively means that the protagonist of any story is a slave to predeterminism. Characters in 
traditional narratives are bound by fate, they cannot do anything that is not already decided for them by
the author.
Games, on the other hand, are not that fixed. Though the odds may be very much in favour for one 
outcome, in theory, everything remains possible until the game is over. A core source of excitement, 
thrill and engagement in many games is the uncertainty (Costikyan 2013). The player trusts the game 
not to be too fixed. In games, like in improv, there is an array of moves that are potential until one is 
executed. Unlike in a story, where every move is set in stone, because every move in a sense has 
already happened and cannot be undone.
Now, from these perspectives and definitions, story and game clearly do not seem alike. Since there 
exists no final definition of game nor story, using other more specific definitions will naturally yield 
other results. 
In the light of the formal definitions I rely on, even theatre and especially improvisational theatre does 
not really fit with the concept of a story either. In theatre, actors cannot avoid altering the performance 
from the source material, creating original variations of the story in real-time, though the major plot 
remains firmly rooted in a script accounting past events, presented in the present. 
The trick here is that a theatrical performance only is a narrative performance if there is an audience 

(Fernández-Vara 2009, 2). For the audience, whether the play is improvised or not might not change 
anything. Comparing a play that is completely improvised to a play that is very tightly directed/scripted
- the audience might not ever notice which play was based on a written story and which was purely 
improvised. That is, if it is the first time the audience watch the play (and they are not aware of the 
underlying structure). In either case, the audience will in all likeliness believe that they perceived a 
story through the theatrical performance.
This is more complicated with narrative games, because the role of the performer and the audience are 
merged into one; the player. Without diving into discussing this topic in depth here, I will note that I 
rely on the assumption that through playing a narrative game, players perceive a story that they can go 
on to discuss the quality or meaning of. Narrative games do vary a lot in terms of structure: Some are 
more like traditional theater, with an exact plot and script that the player will re-enact through game-
play. Others are more like improv with more or less freedom for the player to set the discourse of the 
story. The variety of narrative games does make defining one more complex.

1.2.2 Possible solutions to the paradox:
Surely we will need to find a solution to the contrary foundation which is narrative games, in order for 
designers and writers to produce content for the specific design situation.

I. Expand the definition of a narrative: A narrative is not only a presentation of past events, but 
must also encompass real-time events that unfold simultaneously with the perceiving thereof. 
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This solution requires that we accept stories as something that can be developed/written in the 
same moment that they are being narrated and that the narrator perceives it as a narrative 
herself. In this sense, every game would be “some kind” of a story and predeterminism would 
not get in the way of the player's (free) movement and intentions in the story. However, this 
would mean that everything becomes a story, more or less obliterating the concept all together.

II. Games cannot convey or mediate a "story" in any way. Games might be able to shape 
experiences with many similarities to that of perceiving a story, but games are a completely 
different beast altogether. Game along with play and story are fundamental different concepts 
that cannot be united. 
This take on the paradox does (again) fall back to how we define the terms. If we do not accept 
at least some video games as being narratives, it will spark other complications such as; can we 
then accept, say, improv theater or hypertext as narratives - and why do so many gamers (still) 
float forums discussing story, spoilers, endings, and meanings in games such as Bioshock 
Infinite (Irrational Games 2013) or Mass Effect (BioWare 2007)?  

III. Categorize narrative games as neither story nor game, but a hybrid that creates a new form 
altogether. This solution would be quite pragmatic and several theorists have opted for this: 
Accept games as an independent media that works differently from its predecessors, making 
most existing theories and definitions inapplicable. In response to this, Murray has written: 
“Similarly, new narrative traditions do not arise out of the blue.” (Murray 1998), indicating that
video-games are an extension of older narrative media, rather than a completely new one. 
If narrative games are indeed a fundamental new form of narrative, it is very strange that so 
many classical narrative structures and techniques are being used in this alien new media 
(Mason 2014). We see many cinematic, theatrical, and classical narrative models used in 
modern games. One very general example of this could be Campbell's theory of the 
"Monomyth" or "archetypal hero" (Campbell 2008), this basic narrative structure has been 
applied to many games, such as the Zelda games and Journey. On the other hand, one could also
argue that the usage of classical narrative theories and techniques in games is a misfit which is 
only used in lack of better alternatives. This approach to the paradox is more of a way of 
bypassing the logical conflict instead of really dealing with it directly.
Nevertheless, when the “average gamer” talks about her experience with a narrative game, it 
does sounds very similar to the way one would talk about a narrative consumed from any other 
more traditional medium, in the likes of; "this, and this, and this happened, then the bad guys 
did this, but then this happened and the princess got home safely at the end". 

There are undoubtedly more ways of approaching this paradox, but my goal and point is not to solve it 
as such, but to acknowledge, accept and embrace it in order to gain understanding on how to design in 
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the context of it. My reasoning is that this inherent conflict with narrative games has not hindered 
developers in producing narrative games, but it has not aided developers in designing either. My 
solution is not one that seeks to resolve the theoretical conflict, nor pick a side in the argument, but to 
address the conflict as a design situation (Schon 1992) in which designers can engage and materialize 
solutions within.
Like the Paradox of Fiction and the Paradox of Tragedy (also known as The Paradox of Painful Art), 
the conflicting relationship between story and game is not going to tracelessly dissolve in "a puff of 
logic" just like that. The Paradox of Tragedy has literally been discussed for millennia by some of the 
most prominent philosophers throughout time, arguably starting with Aristotle in his Poetics. Despite 
this ongoing discussion, numerous valuable works of (tragic) art has been produced and enjoyed, 
regardless of how one chooses to conclude the genres inherent conflicting logic.  
Therefore, adding improv to the equation is not an attempt to solve the paradox or to contribute to a 
dead (or at least passé) academic discussion that has had a profound position in the short history of 
(video) game studies. On the contraray, examining improv in a game design context is a means to unify
conflicting perspectives within the Narratification Framework (Sørensen 2013), as opposed to 
continuously pitting them against each other.  

Sid Mayer once famously described a [good] game, as “…a series of interesting choices” (Rollings 
and Morris 2000). Any choice becomes infinitely more interesting, if you firmly believe that it has a 
profound impact (fictional or mechanical) instead of being indifferent.  
As mentioned, improv is a narrative medium (depending on your definition of narrative) that offers 
actual free choice making for the performer. Therefore, it is worth taking a closer look at the concept of
improv, in order to gain understanding on how this paradoxical concept works in games and to explore 
what possibilities it holds. That is exactly what this thesis is dedicated to do.

That said - I am by no means seeking ways to translate improvisational theater as a whole into games. 
What is interesting and relevant for this thesis are the distinctive qualities of improv theater, both from 
the perspective of the participants and the audience, and how these qualities can be beneficial for 
players of video-games. In other words, my focus is on analyzing and creating an improv-like 
experience for the player, and not a completely improvisational theater piece in the digital domain.  
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1.2 Method and purpose
The underlying research question is mainly aimed for games that are not completely open, like sandbox
games, but games that have some degree of player restriction and narrative content. The selection of 
games I will analyze and reference are mainly commercial single player games, both indie and AAA. In
order to examine to what extend games have been or could be successful at staging a situation where 
the player can or must improvise (on some level), I will construct a comparative analysis of video 
games and theater/improv as mediums. Finding core similarities and differences will aid to determine 
to what extend theories and techniques from one discipline (improv) have relevance within another 
(games studies).
Through an experimental game prototype I will further test to what degree my theoretical findings 
prove true on a practical and implemented level. Using hermeneutic and grounded theory methods, I 
will build on and reference prominent scholars within the fields of game studies, theater studies, spatial 
theory, narratology as well as more pragmatic sources such as actors, fiction/script writers, and game-
masters. 

Terminology:
When I use the term physical it is in an in-game context, referring to the player's half-real (Juul 2005) 
simulated actions in this virtual world as opposed to the player's mental understanding of the game 
world. In other words, I use physical as something virtually tangible, more than as something being 
actually physically tangible.
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1.3 Section summery
Narrative games has an inherent conflicting nature of play and uncertainty coexisting with a degree of 
character predeterminism. This creates a paradox that has caused much debate. I argue that this paradox
is not one, like the paradox of tragedy (or painful art), that is going to be solved at once - and that game
developers do and will continue to create narrative games regardless. Therefore, my approach is not to 
solve the paradox, but to embrace and acknowledge it when designing in the context of it. 
Improvisational theater is another and older edge-case narrative format, where narrative structure and 
(free) player choice-making unite. Therefore, examining improv staging in the context of video games 
is relevant for game developers and academics alike. 
The purpose of this thesis is not only to pinpoint and examine ways in which existing video games have
staged player improvisation and what effect this has on the player's experience, and thereby shedding 
new light on the understanding of video games in an improv context, but also to study how narrative 
player improvisation can be taken further. This is an interesting and relevant topic because it could 
provide a useful design approach to the inherent paradox of narrative games.
The following sections of the thesis are: Section 2) an introduction to improv, 3) a theoretical 
employment and analysis of player improvisation in current video-games, and 4) how this can be 
developed further. This is accompanied with 5) a practical test of mentioned theoretical foundation, by 
testing a small experimental prototyping game whose goal is to stage elements of player improvisation.
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2. On Improv and Games 
The purpose of this section is to explicate out the fundamental characteristics and history of 
improvisational theater. This will also include improv's relationship to traditional (or formal) theater, 
play and games.

2.1 Brief history and explanation of improv
Exactly what is this “Improv”?  
An umbrella-term that encompasses more than one cultural expression. Though it is an abbreviation for
improvisational theater, the term is also widely used for improvisational comedy and several in-
between variations, improvisational comedy generally being less focused on narrative development and
more on entertaining non-related expositions of varoues topics. 
“Improv” is also seen in musical performances. In “freestyle battles” or just “freestyle”, rappers 
improvise lines while rapping to a pre-composed beat or an also improvised beat provided by a human 
beat box. Non-verbal forms of improv performances can be seen in improvisational jazz or different 
kinds of musical “jam” sessions (all genres). There are also different kinds of improvised dance 
performances, all having little or no directed choreography.  
In writing, improv has been used in different ways, both in exercises that can help the writer overcome 
the “writers block” but also to develop more stylistic writings such as “stream of consciousness”. 
There is also a fair share of “improv” in corporate team building exercises, life and leadership 
coaching, and more importantly; in different fields of games, which will be examined in depth, after the
basics of improv have been covered. 

An improv performance can have a more or less rigid theme, framework or structure with no sharp 
distinction of when a performance is to be categorized as being purely improvised or partly improvised.
In any scenario there will have to be a minimum framework or theme to define the boundary of the 
performance as well as to specify when it starts and stops, though there are experimental street 
performances and “flash mobs” that seek to blur any kind of structure. It is important to note that the 
predefined rules, themes, and structure can be altered and improvised upon during play.
To some degree there will also be smaller improvised elements in non-improv forms such as in formal 
theater and film too, because these traits involve live actors who some times forget the script and 
diverge from it either intentionally or due to unforeseen factors and errors. In film the director can 
always choose to retake the scene, in formal theater this luxury is naturally not an option. Some films 
and TV shows/series purposely do not have a written a script for selected actors/roles, in an attempt to 
get a more natural performance.  This can among others be seen in many of the original “Dogma95” 
films and in the BBC1 sitcome “Outnumbered“.

Where exactly does this improv originate from?
Pinpointing the starting point for “the history of improv” is tricky. The act of improvising on or off 
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stage is hardly something that can be credited to a specific era or culture. I dare to say, that spontaneity 
is a human feature more than a human invention, paradoxically meaning that improvisations must be 
structured, domesticated, and staged for them to be “improv”. This cultural phenomenon of staging 
performances relying on improvisations can in Western traditions be traced back to the classic era of 
ancient Greece. One of the earliest known examples is that of the “rhapsode”, who is comparable with 
the more familiar concept of a traveling troubadour. Rhapsode derives from rhapsōidein, meaning the 
act of “sewing songs together”(Ridderstrøm 2008), which indicates that the performer combined 
different snippets and verses from his repertoire in different ways. These rhapsodes mainly recited 
known epic poems, by Homer for an example, but in the process also improvised with the help of some
fixed verse and narrative structure1, comparable with how some jazz musicians improvise within some 
fixed standards and melodies. Some work and performances of the rhopsodist may have been written 
down by others2, in the same fashion as one version (out of presumably many variations) of some oral 
folktales at one point was captivated on paper, the Grimm brothers Kinder- und Hausmärchen (1812) 
being a usual example of this. 
In ancient Rome around 390 BC, a theater form called The Atellan Farce or Oscan Games/plays was 
very popular. It was a vastly improvised, vulgar and rude comedy, usually having the players play stock
and archetypical characters (Blatner and Wiener 2007) (fat man, greedy clown etc.), in a display that 
would make a caricature or parody of the lower classes. Usually performed after longer plays and/or 
tragedies, it is easy to image how it might have served as a kind of comic relief in the same way as the 
satyr plays in fifth century BC Athens. 
Fast forward to 16th century, Italy, where the (often masked) theater form of Commedia dell'arte 
emerged. Originally named commedia all'improviso, it was a comical highly improvised performance, 
sharing some of the stock characters from the Atellan Farce (Blatner and Wiener 2007). This type of 
theater had no formal script, just a list of plot points for the players to follow, called a scenario. It was 
popular and influenced a handful of art forms and future playwrights, such as William Shakespeare, as 
well as paving the way to early stages of current improv forms (Soter, n.d.; Adler 2005; Blatner and 
Wiener 2007). 
However, the improv form we recognize today was largely developed in modern times, beginning in 
the 1950's with contributions by visionaries in the field such as Viola Spolin and later Del Close. Viola 
Spolin was a drama supervisor who experimented with improv, for an example, to trick participants to 
overcome their resistance to act, by staging it as “playing” instead of acting (Adler 2005). In 1963 she 
published a widely acknowledged improv-handbook called Improvisation for the Theater. Paul Sills 
(her son) and David Shepherd started The Compass Theater in Chicago in 1955. Early improv and The 
Compass Theater were intended as “working-class-theater” (Love 2014), accessible to everyone and 
not just a cultural elite, much like the vision of Bertolt Brecht and Agusto Boal's Theater of the 
Oppressed. 
Based on the former mentioned Commedia dell'arte and Spolin's theater-games, The Compass 

1 (Christensen 2015) - Minna Skafte Jensen has done extensive work on the subject throughout several publications.
2 (Christensen 2015) - I use may in italic given it is a debated and somewhat controversial topic that I by no means wish 

to or have the possibility of pursuing here. 
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organized outdoor cabaret-style improv performances and introduced what is now known as the short 
form improv. Short form improv is, as the name suggest, short skits, games, or exercises with its comic 
quality having high priority (over coherent plot-line). Short form improv has also been used as 
techniques for scriptwriters to develop content, notably used for shows such as Saturday Night Live. 
Back in the era of The Compass Theater, a comic short form skirt created from suggestions and input 
from the audience was very popular (Adler 2005). In this way, the modern history of improv theater 
and improv comedy is very much entwined. Like The Atellan Farce, the short form improv play was 
usually played after a longer scenario play (Adler 2005)
Improv director and teacher Del Close was also part of The Compass Theater and later The Second 
City, where he worked for more than one period. Del Close trained many successful actors and 
comedians, such as Robin Williams. In this process Close developed and contributed to the 
fundamentals of the long form improv. Apart from being longer than usual plays, long form improv is 
also more narrative-like, usually with an act structure. The best known type or genre of long form 
improv is that of “The Harold”. In Close's recognized improv book Truth in Comedy (1994), he defines 
a well developed version of the Harold form, of which he had been continuesly iterating since 
1967(Johnson 2008).
A typical Harold is around 40 minutes long and consists of an opening, three acts or beats, and group 
games in between, making it a 3x3 structure. Each act is an unrelated scene with separate characters, 
but in the final act players are encouraged to bring the most interesting aspects and characters back and 
combine or intertwine them. 
This neatly planned structuring might at first seem as a more controlled form of improv, but Close was 
in fact an improv purist(Love 2014), who saw the structure as helping guidelines and not sacred law: 

"The first rule is: there are no rules."(Halpern, Close, and Johnson 2011)

Both the short and the long forms of improv is still alive and well today in the year 2015 and attract 
large crowds in many major cities (Love 2014). That said, improv hasn't exactly overtaken formal 
scripted theater and comedy, and must still be considered somewhat of a niche internationally, as it, 
from a producer's point of view, is a risky format;

“Can something created in the moment generate consistently excellent results? 
Can it overcome the potentially self-indulgent aspects and connect with an audience in 
a deep, lasting way? Can its ethereal qualities stand up to that which has been tested 
and honed? In short: Can improv be trusted?”(Love 2014)  

With a general idea of what improv encompasses and its origins in place, the following section is 
dedicated to extract and define what makes up improv on a more conceptual level. 
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2.1.1 Defining improv
Even though an improvised theater piece can include all formerly mentioned disciplines (dance, music, 
etc.) as a part of the performance, to simplify things, when using the term “improv” in this paper, I 
specifically reference improvised theater more than any other of its related disciplines and genres.

Unsurprisingly, for any activity or performance to be “improv”, it has to include something improvised 
on the spot and not designed beforehand. On a less literal level, the “core” of improv includes a handful
of essential features, notably; willingness, observational skills, problem solving and most crucially; 
spontaneity(Spolin 1999)(Johnstone 1987). 

Luckily, Spolin provides an extensive definition of improv as:

“Playing the game; setting out to solve a problem with no preconception as to how you 
will do it; permitting everything in the environment (animate or inanimate) to work for 
you in solving the problem; it is not the scene, it is the way to the scene; a predominate 
function of the intuitive; playing the game brings opportunity to learn theater to a cross-
section of people; "playing it by ear”; process as opposed to result; not ad-lib or 
"originality" or “making it op by yourself”; a form, if understood, possible to any age 
group; (Spolin 1999, 383) 

And improvisation specifically for the theater as;

“setting object in motion between players as in a game; solving of problems together; 
the ability to allow the acting problem to evolve the scene; a moment in the lives of 
people without needing a plot or story line for the communication; an art form; 
transformation; brings forth details and relationships as organic whole; living 
process.”(Spolin 1999, 384)

I subscribe to Spolin's definition in this thesis, with one extension: Video game Non-Player-Character 
(NPC's)3 can be understood as other “players”. Furthermore, I will elaborate on two crucial terms in the
improv context, that of problem and spontaneity;

Problem
From a game – and especially game design – perspective, the concept of players solving a problem is 
intriguing. Most narratives have an inherent conflict that ensures progression and drives the characters 
to action, the “call to adventure”(Campbell 2008), an imposed tension and release. What sets the 
improv problem apart from formal narrative conflict, is the way it is resolved;

3 Despite no NPC-AI ever having passed the Turing test, in most games/scenarios players will see them as interdependent
characters or other players, despite being fully aware of the fictional and artificial nature of any NPC.  
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“In any improv there is an inherent “problem”, for the actors to solve – there is no right
or wrong way of solving it! The actors playing, is in fact the actors solving the 
problem”(Spolin 1999, 320) 

The nature of traditional narratives does only support one possible solution to the conflict, no matter 
how improbable that solution might be. Improv on the other hand offers an infinite amount of solutions 
to the scene's inherent problem, how the players solve it is up-in-the-air, the focus being on the process 
more than the result. The problem must be natural and the solution organic (Spolin 1999, 388).  

Spontaneity
At the core of improv we find “spontaneity”, a flighty and difficult concept, which relates to our 
intuition, which again relate to something almost instinctive. When we act spontaneously, we bypass 
our self-aware intellect all together, ignoring any mental or social barriers we might have constructed 
ourselves or been enforced by others. Spolin defines it as “A moment of explosion; a free moment of 
self-expression.”(Spolin 1999, 392) To the subject, Johnstone states that “It's possible to turn 
unimaginative people into imaginative people at a moment's notice.”(Johnstone 1987, 75), supporting 
the notion of spontaneity as something happening in the moment. Improv does not only seek to 
provoke or stage spontaneity, it very much relies on it in order to be self–fulfilling. 

2.1.2 The improvising actor

Since improv is a performance, it is not entirely possible to distinguish the improvising actor from the 
improv concept. There is an abundance of material available for “what makes up a good improv actor”, 
with many actors contributing with their own twists on the topic. The most widely used base 
specifications are defined by David Alger as follows;

1. Say “yes’and!”
2. Add new information.
3. Don’t block.
4. Avoid asking questions- unless you’re also adding information.
5. Play in the present and use the moment.
6. Establish the location.
7. Be specific and provide colorful details.
8. Change, Change, Change!
9. For serious and emotional scenes, focus on characters and relationships.
10.  For humorous scenes, take choices to the nth degree or focus on actions/objects. (Alger 2015)
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There are numerous variations of these “rules of improv”, most seem to agree and share the different 
variations of the above rules, sometimes phrased or categorized differently. 
I have included these rules to give the reader an idea of what an improviser expects of another, and 
because they will be relevant in the later context of putting improv within the context of video games 
and players of video games.
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2.2 Improv's relationship and similarities with games
"No matter where one encounters improvisation, it is likely to include at least some 
game terminology." (Uren 2008)

Improv is many things and so are games. It is important to note that games in improv terminology is 
not only an analog activity, it is first and foremost a group activity (Johnstone 1987)(Spolin 1999). 
That, which in improv terminology is referred to as a game is quite another size than what in game 
studies is referred to as a game. Furthermore, the word play is ambiguous in its use of both describing 
an actor playing a part (or role) on stage, and an actor playing a game on stage – or both. This can 
create some complexity, and to minimize confusion, when referring to “games”, I refer to video games 
(or games that can be played alone), and “theater games” when referring to improv's group-exclusive 
games and activities.

2.2.1 The game in play
In short: Games and improv have many things in common. In fact, according to Spolin's definition 
improv is a game. Therefore, listing all the nit-picky similarities between improv and games becomes 
redundant. 
On a higher level both improv and games can be described using Huizinga's terms, as both happening 
within the magic circle (Huizinga 2009). Building on Huizinga, Caillois introduces the terms ludus and 
paidia on each end of a linear spectrum, where paidia is described as: “an almost indivisible principle, 
common to diversion, turbulence, free improvisation, and carefree gaiety” or “uncontrolled fantasy” 
(Caillois and Barash 1961, 13). Ludus, on the other hand, describes concrete and explicit rules, 
structure and quantifiable outcome. Naturally, we find improv in the far end of paidia on the spectrum. 
Frasca further elaborates on the paidia term, stating that paidia does indeed have rules but they are not 
explicit and not rules that "define a winner and a loser" (Frasca 2003, 230). This again points towards 
improv being a very paidia based activity, given that within each improv the actors establish or 
improvise loose rules, but these rules do not serve to declare a winner of the performance in any way. 
There does exist competitive improv games with explicit rules (Blatner and Wiener 2007), that are 
more ludus based and shares more characteristics with a sport. This shows that terminology from game 
studies is also applicable in describing improv activities. 
Unlike some (finer) formal theater, improv has a very paidic (or playful) approach to its own form. This
does not mean improv is not capable of dealing with more serious or heavier themes. Much like video 
games this practice just isn't particularly widespread (Juul 2013; Juul 2005; Juul 2001; Marie-Laure 
2001; Sheldon 2004), compared to more lighthearted and entertaining thematics. This is undoubtedly 
linked to improv's long history of entwinement with the comedy genre as opposed to the tragedy genre.
On more practical level, within the improv field we find a great array of ready-made theater games, 
widely used for various applications both on and off the stage.
Based on their usage, I have fitted theater games into three overarching categories. The categories have 
some overlapping areas, and serve as an outline for the broad use of improv theater games. 
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1) Games used for rehearsal and skill refining 
This is the most dominant category and many noteworthy improv books are collections of these games 
and/or exercises (Spolin 1999; Johnstone 1987; Halpern, Close, and Johnson 2011).  These types of 
theater games are used both by improv and formal actors alike. They train the actors performative 
muscles and observatory skills. Sorter notes that the “(...) improviser is guided by training and by 
discipline learned and developed through a series of rehearsal/performance "games."”(Soter, n.d.) 
These theater games are also an efficient way for actors to better how the group works as a cohesive 
team. Especially for people who have just met and never worked together before. This is also why we 
find many team-building games and exercises in this category. What these games have in common is 
that they are a means to an external goal, they train players for the “real” challenge; “Games develop 
personal techniques and skills necessary for the game itself, through playing.” (Spolin 1999, 4)
Most of us has at some point tried one form or version of these theater games to “loosen up” the 
atmosphere, or as a way of warming up to a following task.  

2) Games used for content creation
These games are used both “live” on stage and off stage as a method for developing content or 
provoking ideas that can lead to content creation or problem solving. This usage relies on improv 
performance inherent game and approaches to problem solving. The degree of paidic play, establishing 
a game, varies greatly in different improv forms, but the goal is always for the actors to solve the 
scene's inherent problem creatively and thereby creating stories or entertaining scenarios for the 
audience. Creating a well received performance for the audience is the overall goal to which this type 
of theatrical play and games are a means to create just that.   
Off stage theatrical improv games are used by screenwriters and producers to create original content. 
Outside the film, television and theatrical industry we also see theater games for industrial product 
development. An example of this is Edward de Bono's “Six Thinking Hats”, which is a role-playing 
game used to critically examine ideas and products from new perspectives. The participants all take on 
an often physical, but most of all mental, “hat” that resembles one world-view, such as an overly 
optimistic or emotional perspective. Participants in turn take on the different “hats” and all examine the
same problem/product/idea in order to bypass the participants' usual rooted approach, similar to how 
improv seeks to bypass this by fueling spontaneity. This strategy is also present in varous brainstorming
exercises, by approaching design problems from new angles through spontaneous responses instead of 
traditional logical or intellectual approaches, that tend to yield existing instead of new solutions.

3) Games for games sake 
In a theater context pure “game for game's sake” is to my knowledge not widespread, but not 
impossible or unthinkable. Whereas most video games do not serve a dominant purpose outside 
themselves, one could argue that improv theater and its inherent game of problem solving do not either.
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In video games, the player and the audience becomes one and the same (Westecott 2009), excluding 
non-present players watching a stream or a YouTube video. However, in improv games it is only the 
actors playing, thus producing a theater play for the audience to enjoy – the audience does not play, the 
actors play for the sake of the audience. This does not mean that the actors themselves do not enjoy to 
play, but their playing still serves a purpose outside itself. Without the audience the scenario would be 
different, but then the theater games tend to fall into one of the two above categories. However, if the 
audience are participants (as in Theater of the Oppressed) and vice-versa, it can be recognized as 
theater game for the game's sake, because the play is not for the sake of external agents since all are 
participants. The short form improv introduced at the Compass Theater is to some degree an example 
of this, because the audience is participating in the game, by contributing to the rules and themes of the 
improv game. Even though it might not be every audience member that has a say or a direct influence, 
they are still part of the theater game, because each audience member knows that they are playing on 
the same terms as the other audience members. It is a game within itself, for the audience members, to 
be the person who shouts that funny input which the stage actors pick up and include. It does, however,
remain a grey area. 
Outside the context of the physical theater with the gathering of professional actors, we see theater 
games played for their own sake quite often. Many of these games are also used in the first category – 
rehearsal and skill refining – but played with no dedicated audience and not as a means to an end. An 
example of this is the party-game of charades, where two competing teams must mimic phrases, 
persons or specific words to their best ability, while team members must guess the correct thing mimed.
Players improvise ways to communicate concepts, usually without any verbal reliance, while the 
remaining players help by guessing and asking to their best ability. 
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2.3 Section summery 
The ability to improvise is a human feature that has been staged and orchestrated throughout time. 
Improvisation has been utilized in cultural performances and expressions with traces in Western history
reaching back to the ancient Greek era. Improvisational theater (improv) is a specific modern format 
within the improvisation-umbrella. Improv can be divided into short-from, which is mainly 
autonomous sketches and games, and long-form improv witch has a more narrative-like structure. 
Improv and video games have many similarities, both can be described and analyzed using Huizinga's 
and Caillois's terminology. Improv theater games separates itself from video-games by being a group 
exclusive activity, whereas video-games can be played alone. I have categorized the different improv 
theater games and exercises into three overall categorizes; games used for rehearsal and skill refining, 
games used for content creation, and games for games sake. 
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3. Video games staging player improvisation
With improv and theater games in place it is high time we return to subject it is all about; video-games. 

3.1 Utilizing improv fruitfully in game design
The fundamental form of video games is quite different from improv in the manner of which the 
experience is shaped. Video games – excluding most multilayer games – can be paused, saved, loaded 
and reloaded, but improv can not. This does undoubtedly have an impact on the spontaneity and 
immediacy on the players actions, since they are not necessarily persistent. However, this does not 
mean that true improvisation is unattainable in single-player games, merely that designers must have 
the distinctive quality of the video-game media in mind, when staging player improvisation in games. 
In order to examine to what extend existing games have staged experiences comparable with that of 
improv theater and how this experience potentially could be taken further, despite the difference 
between the mediums, I have dissected improv elements from larger games where the bulk of the game 
experience may not be relevant for this research. These improv elements in current game design take 
many shapes. They all share the joint qualities of staging spontaneity, problem solving, open narrative 
construction, and a degree of player's freedom to reach a (sometimes self imposed) objective, in which 
ever manner the player sees as most fitting. I have structured these elements and examples thereof into 
three general areas, to keep things as organized as possible. 
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3.2 Mechanical improvisations
What I in this thesis will refer to as mechanical improvisations are the activity of players using the 
available tools, in creative ways that the designers may not even have though of, to overcome obstacles
without any preplanned tactic or strategy. This kind of improvisation is a very practical one that does 
not relate to human emotions or interactions, but to the game logic and the “gears in the machinery”. It 
is the immediate and spontaneous response to the changing game world, where the player utilizes the 
game space and all of its features to solve the challenge at hand. Mechanical improvisation is the act of 
blasting your way though a wall in Battle Field 3 (DICE 2011) with a RPG (intended for vehicles), 
instead of running around it, in order to find and eliminate your unprepared enemy. This action might 
be improvised by a player in game a scenario, if it thereby proves useful it can develop into an 
established strategy, by being adopted by other players. Like the skills it takes to be a successful 
improv actor, mechanical improvisation is a skill that can be trained, players can become better at 
improvising with available tools and doing so in a fast and efficient manner.
On one level players react to events in the game world instinctively as part of our natural reflexes 
(Mason 2014). Sometimes the player responses take hold outside the game world, if for example the 
player gets a sudden shock, she might jump away from the computer, creating a response that is outside
the game world entirely. This is also known as twitch game-play or twitch games, because of the 
sudden moves (twitches) the game provokes the player to do. Improvisation and twitching are not the 
same, though the concepts are related. Both bypass the self-aware intellect, one in favor of fast 
responsive and corporal action, that might save your (fictional) life, the other as an expression 
pleasurable not only in its practical use. The fact that improv seeks to bypass the self-aware part of our 
intellect in favor of the immediate and spontaneous, it is not necessarily on a cognitive level as low as 
the hard wired human reflexes. Improv is still very much (if not mainly) a mental activity, that 
requires its participants to think fast in order to keep the game going and maintaining the magic circle. 

3.2.1 Examples
An interesting example of game design staging mechanical improvisation for the player is the original 
Portal(Valve 2007). It is a First Person Shooter (FPS), or First Person Puzzler arguably, where the 
player plays the role of a test subject, who must test Aperture Science's new portal gun. This gun can 
create portals on most surfaces, through which the player can teleport herself by walking through one 
portal and coming out of the other. With this handy tool of a portal gun, the player must get herself and 
sometimes objects (the Companion Cube) from A to B in puzzling spaces, where it would otherwise not
be possible if not for the portal gun. The player is guided and also mockingly commented upon by the 
only other NPC in the game: GLaDOS (Genetic Lifeform and Disk Operation System). GLaDOS is the 
supercomputer who conducts the experiment, that the player is part of. GLaDOS is partially a narrator, 
but also the antagonist, creating an interesting exposition for the player. At some point about 2/3 
through the complete game, GLaDOS practical use of the player (character) has come to an end. 
GLaDOS instructs the player to step upon a platform, that transports the player down a corridor. To the 
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players unpleasant surprise, this platform is going into an enormous furnace, instead of to a cake party 
as GLaDOS promised. The cake is a lie. It is at this moment the player realizes that GLaDOS is not a 
guiding tutor, but your enemy. Just as the platform enters the big furnace, the player can shoot her 
portal gun towards a wall of the furnace, then at another higher platform within the furnace. The player 
must then jump off the platform into the newly created portal to transport herself to safety before the 
platform is completely swallowed by fire. It is an intense moment and there have clearly been put a lot 
of time and effort into its staging and timing. From a dramatic perspective it is the point of no return, 
from a mechanical perspective the player just solved a fatal problem by improvising a way of escaping 
with the use of available tools. At no previous point is the player told or taught that escaping the test 
facility is a possibility or that GLaDOS is lying, there are no big UI arrows or markers indicating the 
route for the player either. The player improvises the intuitive solution herself in the immediate 
moment and can feel smart about it. It does not matter that almost any other player improvises the exact
same and only solution before and after the given player, because improv does not need to be original 
(see section 2.1.1: Definition of improv) – it is the process and not the result that is of importance. 
A lot of the “magic” from this scene is gone the second time the player plays the game or if someone 
has spoiled the plot beforehand, because the solution is given and instead of improvising the player 
follows a known formula or path. If the player fails to improvise the right solution and burns in the fire,
she respawns and get to try again, this does also have a negative impact on the credibility of the scene. 
This is because it breaks the illusion of choice. Unlike real improv, in Portal there is a right way of 
solving the scenes inherent problem and if the player fails to come up with this very solution, the non-
organic nature of the game comes to show. Spolin's notion that; 

"Ingenuity and inventiveness appear to meet any crises the game presents, for it is understood during 
playing that a player is free to reach the game's objective in any style he chooses.(Spolin 1999, 5)"

Simply does not apply to this example, except if we accept any style as any available style, which in 
this example is limited to one available style. Of course, this does not matter as long as the player does 
not notice her lack of player freedom in the game world. This naturally leads me on to the next area, 
examining player choices and the illusion thereof in detail.  

From a narrative oriented point of view, mechanical improv is less interesting because it is more related
to tool use and understanding than dramatic qualities. Because this kind of player improvisation does 
not have the same kind of narrative qualities as more dramatic or thematic improvisations, I will not 
dedicate further resources to give more examples of mechanical improvisations here. Not that the topic 
of mechanical improvisations is not an interesting one and it might work well in conjunction with more
narrative improvisation, but because pursuing this question further would be at the expense of the 
actual focus: Narrative improvisation in video games.
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3.3 Player choice and the Illusion of choice
"Improvisation means choice"(Hermans 2002)

Choice making is an essential part of improvisation – everywhere were the player is presented with a 
choice, there is potential for an element of improvisation for the player - and this is quite handy: If we 
[game designers] can make the players do actions that otherwise would be scripted, players will 
experience as though they improvised and thereby feel more immersed and responsible for the 
unfolding narrative, this concept is also known as player agency(Mateas et al. 2009). 
[Narrative] improvisation in games does not equal player agency, if so this research would be 
redundant, but the concept of agency does share many similarities with the area of choice making 
elements in improv; “(…) the inherently improvisational nature of agency”, “(…) the improvisational 
nature of play”(Mateas et al. 2009, 1). The main differences beyond improvisation in games is a more 
expansive topic than solely the aspect of choice making, is that designing for player agency centers 
around staging or tricking the player into executing planned solutions (“how works evoke the desires 
agency satisfies”), where improv (ideally) is about staging the problem and not the solution. That said, 
the technical nature of video games and the fact that every action to some extent has to be pre-coded 
makes this distinction of the two concepts blurry. Arguably, staging player agency is a stab at the 
staging of player improvisation in video games, the take-away here is that it is not the only way of 
doing so.  

3.3.1 Examples: Choice and the illusion of choice in linear games 

Portal  - Beginning the escape: Test chamber 19
Picking up on the former mentioned scene from Portal, the players is actually presented with a choice: 
it is an “easy” choice between staying a loyal test subject and die by fire as a reward or escaping the 
facility that holds the player prisoner like a lab rat, but a choice nonetheless. However, choosing the 
former (death by fire) either ends the game or makes you reload/respawn at an earlier state, therefore if 
the player wishes to keep playing and progress in the narrative there is not any other choice but 
Hobson's. The player could end the game with the death of the character, as a charming little story of a 
test subject fulfilling its scientific purpose and then being put down according to research protocol. Yet,
that is hardly how the designers, writers, and directors envisioned the game experience since they went 
ahead and spend a significant amount of the budget on making about ~ 30 % of the games content only 
accessible past this point. Therefore, beyond being a well staged moment for mechanical improvisation,
it is also an illusion of choice: there is only one possible path for the player to wander down, despite the
illusion of a more open game space. When examined, in this game space there is no room for player 
make-believe, the world and its boundaries is predefined allowing only a linear traversal.  

Wolfenstein: The New Order – Card-game test in train card 
In the well established and long running franchise of Wolfenstein, the game The New Order is a 
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dystopian FPS game from 2009, that takes place in an alternate historic time line where the Axis forces 
won the Second World War, encapsulating any Allied country in the Third Reich. The player plays the 
role of a former US soldier,  Captain William "B.J." Blazkowicz, stranded in Nazi Germany (Poland) at
a mental institution, where he has been a patient ever since a failed allied attack in 1946. The central 
Nazi authorities visit the institution now and then to terminate subjects they deem as undermech due to 
their mental illness. In the 1960's the authorities decides to completely shut the whole institution down 
and kill every patient. In this tragic event the player gets an escape opportunity in cooperation with 
Anya and her family who has run the institution until this day and resist the killing of their patients. 
The player now blasts his way through various locations in Central Europe, teams up with the 
underground resistance to destroy the central Nazi organization. On this challenging quest the player 
finds herself in a scene on board a Nazi train traveling towards central Germany.  Blazkowicz moves 
from his and Anya's train compartment to the adjacent train card in order to get coffee. On his way he is
stopped by a leading (and clearly sycophantic) SS officer (Obersturmbannführer) Frau Engel. Engel 
wishes to test the player's Aryan qualities before the player is allowed passing the heavily armed 
guards. The player is benched opposite Frau Engel, who informs Blazkowicz that she will shoot him on
the spot if he does not answer correctly. She then lays the gun on the table along with two different 
pictures; one of a female mouth smiling and one of a female eye, and then asks what picture makes the 
player most exited (in a sensual manner). As the player picks a picture Frau Engel puts more pictures 
on the table and ask more questions for the player to answer, in a very Rorschach test-like way. It is a 
tense scene because the player is not given any feedback or told if any of her answers are correct or not
in the process, meaning the player is left in fear of unknowingly sentencing her own death. Frau Engel 
only responds to the player's choices with vague phrases such as “interesting”, “well, well”.  As the 
tension rises and the tone and atmosphere gets even more unfriendly, the player is very inclined to 
reach for the gun on the table, which is also an available option. At the final question the player is 
reminded that failing the test will ensure immediate execution. If the player goes on and picks a picture 
for the final question, Frau Engel will crack an unpleasant laughter and through the rest of the pictures 
up into the air, saying that if the player was impure blooded, then the player would have reached for the
gun and that she easily can spot an impure blooded on first sight either way. An awkward comic relief 
for some. Had the player on the other hand chosen the gun at any point during the test, she would have 
been shot down by the guards before even getting to aim the gun at anyone, ending the game 
immediately. 
The “clever” part about this scene, is that it does not matter what card/picture the player picks in any of
the questions, it is merely an illusion of choice, much like the portal example there is only one and the 
same outcome of the scene. Yet again, the result or outcome is not central, the process of reaching it is 
what is interesting for the player and this research. 
The player is put into a mental mind game of life and death, where she cannot rely on any of the skills 
or tools she has come familiar with through the gam-play leading to this scene. The player is stripped 
naked and can only blindly improvise a suiting response to the challenge presented by the game world. 
Not only is the game-play in this scene unfamiliar from the remaining game, it is in fact completely 
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flipped: Being a First Person Shooter, shooting is the players go-to solution in the game world. In this 
game the player must shoot her way through seemingly impossible scenarios against gigantic nazi-
robot-warriors, yet, in this scene reaching for the gun is the only wrong way of reaching a solution, 
forcing the player to bypass old habits. 
The question asked by Frau Engel sparks several mental challenges for the player. The player can try to
put herself in the mind of how a good Aryan would think, but that is not necessarily how the crazed 
Frau Engel thinks that true Aryan would answer. And what are true Aryan answers anyway? What 
makes an Aryan most happy, a butterfly or a flower? Or should the player go for what she personally 
would answer in the giving scenario and then trust that Frau Engel finds that suitable, if so, does this 
make the player mentally in-line with a Nazi?! These are questions that can be discussed in depth, but 
never be concluded, which makes them so fitting for staging player improv: The activity of choice 
making, the whole mental process fueled by the player's need to react, creates an element of mental 
game play that is not rendered on the screen, but solely in the players mind. The player's fine motor or 
mechanical skill level is no help here, the actual physical interaction is limited to three easy-to-hit 
buttons on a screen of which two out of three are mechanically correct - it is the immediate though 
process and not the physical reaction time, that can save the player's fictional life.   
This kind of problem solving that mainly materializes mentally implicit as opposed to mechanically 
explicit (like in the portal example), the concept will be further examine in the remaining area of video 
games staging player improvisation section 3.2.3 and 4.x.  

Spec Ops: The Line 
Another example of player choice I have decided to include, is a scene from the Yager's Third Person 
Shooter Spec Ops: The Line, that beyond being a rare example of a highly critical shooter game and a 
full blown video game tragedy4, also holds some interesting ways of staging player improvisation 
through choice making. The game is set in a future Dubai that has been destroyed and isolated by 
enormous sandstorms sweeping across the area, blocking radio communication. Dubai has been 
abandoned by the wealthy elite, leaving the lower class and immigrant workers behind. The player 
plays the role of the decorated soldier, Walker, who has volunteered for a rescue mission to locate and 

4 On a side-note: Despite schoolers in an earlier era of game studies argued against the possibility of video game 
tragedies(Juul 2005; Juul 2001; Marie-Laure 2001; Sheldon 2004), I argue that Spec Ops: The Line in all accounts fits 
formal definitions (Mandel 1982) of a tragedy (the dramatic genre). Jesper Juul who previously was one of the 
schoolers arguing against the possibility of a tragedy-game, did in his newest book The Art of Failure (2013) shift 
standpoint and opens up for the possibility of games delivering some kind or parts of a tragedy. The key argument 
against the possibility of tragedy games, was the assumption that players would never actively pursue a negative goal 
(Juul 2013, 95), as schoolers thought as necessary for the plot to develop in a tragic direction. This, as I see it, is a total 
misreading of the tragedy genre: No protagonist of any classic or modern tragedy actively pursued his own doom and 
failure. In fact, it is usually the active attempt of avoiding tragedy that ensures the protagonists tragic fate. King 
Oedipus did never seek out to kill his own father and wet his mother, but in his attempt to avoid this fate, he 
unknowingly secured it, therein lays the tragic and essential part of the tragedy: Fate. Surely the character (and player) 
of Spec Ops does not set out to massacre civilians and gun down allied soldiers, in fact, the goal of the initial mission 
was to save them, that is why the character is sent to Dubai in the first place. The goal is a positive one, but in the effort 
to reach this goal, things go so overbearingly wrong that everyone would be better off without this heroic effort, 
ensuring the great personal downfall and tragic nature of the game. 
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retrieve American soldiers who was sent to Dubai to aid and evacuate civilians, but due to the lack of 
radio communication their status remains unknown. 
The specific scene I will highlight, is at a point where the player (Walker) and the two fellow NPC 
soldiers move below a bridge, from where two tired up, but still living persons are hinging in ropes 
from the bridge. 
Because the narrative content following this scene is unchanged by the player choice, the example can 
also be categorized as an illusion of choice. The magnitude of the scene alone does however entail that 
the player in perspective can see the character in a different perspective and thereby cast a different 
light on the narrative as a whole. 
The two persons hanging (not by their neck, but by there hands) are a local civilian and a US soldier. 
There are also US sniper units placed around the bridge, aiming at the player and the two hanging 
persons. By walkie-talkie Colonel John Konrad (the leader of the soldiers that Walker was sent to 
rescue) instructs the player that this is a test and that he must choose between one of the two persons 
hanging from the bridge. He explains that the civilian was caught stealing water from the rationed 
water supply, a capitol offense, and the US soldier was ordered to apprehend him, and so he did by 
murdering the water thief's family. The player must shoot and execute one of these unarmed and 
captured men. Unlike the “benched” and more rigid process of choosing between option A, B, C from 
the train card scene of Wolfenstein, the player is in this scene from Spec Ops is not limited in the same 
manner. Though the player is presented with a clear binary choice by the Colonel, the game world 
actually supports other ways of approaching the dilemma at hand. What the player is not instructed, is 
that she can also try to run away from the whole thing, shoot the rope instead of the person hanging 
from it or shoot the snipers aiming at you. From a moral point of view, there isn't really a right or 
wrong way of dealing with the picky situation. From a retrospective and coldly calculated point of 
view, if the player wishes to save most lives in total, executing one of the tied up persons is actually the
most optimized choice - falling back to the games recurring theme of the player not being a hero here 
“to save the day” and any bland attempt to be so, only takes the situation from bad to worse. 
From a game design perspective it is interesting that the player gets to choose through game mechanics 
(shooting) instead of some abstract option menu, from an improv perspective it is interesting that the 
player can improvise a solution beyond the binary choice explicitly presented. Arguably, this scene 
does also have elements of mechanical improvisation because the player can improvise a solution to an 
alien problem by using available tools in new or unintended ways within the game world, but the 
impacting improvisation is in the player not obeying an order from a superior officer. The player has no
real way of knowing, that in this scene the game actually allows for choice making beyond the explicit, 
only by blindly following spontaneous impulses can the player open up for alternate solutions to the 
problem. In this way the game stages an organic opportunity for player improvisation as a mean to 
approach the scenes inherent problem, even though many players may never realize that there was any 
choice making beyond the explicit. This example concludes the last of example of improvisation and 
choice making in linear narrative games.
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Specifically how games can be designed, so that the player will execute the behavior the game system 
“intended” the player to do, is only relevant as long as it expands on the player's experience of choice 
making. One possible and widely used approach is naturally for the game system to allow for player 
choice-making with lasting consequences, by making the narrative branching. 
The mental activity of choice making in linear and non-linear narrative games are quite similar, but I 
have included a non-linear game example that through design has countered the issue of choice making
in video games not being as persistent as in theater and improv. 

3.3.2 Example: Choice making in non-linear (branching) games

Despite many examples of linear narrative games staging player choice making in engaging ways, real 
choices with actual narrative impact and consequence has several advantages: If or when the illusion of
choice breaks, for example if the player repeatedly replays a scene, the player is reminded of the 
limitations of the form that also limits her ability to improvise freely. If a game stages player choices 
that have lasting consequences, the player is on the other hand reminded that her actions do have an 
impact and are relevant for the game world; it becomes more reactive, life-like and thereby more 
organic in its narrative structure and plot development. This does not only hold true for games with 
improv elements, but for narrative games in general (Mateas et al. 2009). 
Non-linear or branching narratives are not a silver bullet and does come with some disadvantages: 
Development cost being a very large reason: Non-linear means developing a lot more content, and the 
player will with certainty not encounter much of the expensive content, if she only plays the game 
once. One extreme case of this is seen in The Wither II: Assassins of Kings, where the whole game 
world is dramatically different depending on a crucial choice the player makes early in the game: 
Characters, locations, missions, items etc. the player interacts with are completely different depending 
on the former choice. This means that CD Project Red has produced so much content to pull this off, 
that they could have produced about three full and dramatically different linear games for the 
production value of one massively branching one. 
Another challenge with non-linear games is direction: Having a well directed interactive narrative 
where everything fits perfectly in-line with each other, dramatically and logically, is in itself 
challenging. If this narrative should also support say 16 different endings (the amount from Wither II), 
it becomes an insane challenge for every ending to be equally satisfying and fitting, resulting in quality 
assurances squared. 

The Witcher: Enhanced Edition  
From the perspective of improv theater relying on improvised lines and not a pre-written script, CD 
Project Red's dark Role Playing Game (RPG) from 2007 “The Witcher” has several improv features. 
The game is massive and a regular play-through from start to the rolling end-credits can easily clock 
the player around 70+ hours of playing. Based on the universe, characters, and events from the Polish 
fantasy novels by Andrzej Sapkowski the player plays the role of the main character, the witcher (a 
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monster slayer for hire); Geralt of Rivia. A large portion of the game-play is not about hunting and 
slicing down monsters, but interactive dialogue with the games many, many NPC's. These NPC's that 
Geralt can converse with are not only of human race, but extends from dwarfs, elves, and trolls to 
mythical and folktalian creatures far beyond the typical Tolkian repertoire. In each of these dialogues 
that Geralt willingly or unwillingly is engaged in, the player can choose from a pool of scripted lines 
when choosing what Geralt is to say in the conversation with the various NPCs. It is not exactly the 
player who is improvising the said lines, but the activity still relies on player intuition because the 
player cannot choose between the exact lines Geralt will say, only hints indicating what kind of line and
associated voice-over the choice will trigger. In some dialogue scenarios the player can also choose to 
do actions, like trying to give the NPC an object from the player's inventory, or play a game of “dice 
poker”. In the majority of these dialogue scenarios there are no time limitations and the player can 
spend as long as she wishes to choose between the available dialogue options. The lack of the NPC's 
temporal awareness can kill some immediacy and intuition of choosing. With many of the questions 
holding extremely difficult moral dilemmas, it is hard for the player not to take a good long thinking 
pause before choosing. There is nothing inherently wrong with this design choice, but from a 
perspective of staging player improvisation it is undesirable that the player starts to think too hard, thus 
risking the player becoming more self-aware, experiencing lock down and killing the flow.
The Witcher's extended dialogue system can also be seen as a help or improv-light, since the available 
lines for the player to choose from are better written and more fitting than what most players 
presumably would be able to improvise themselves. This ensures a higher dramatical quality, but a 
poorer experience of improvisation and player freedom.
In relation to the persistence of player choice, The Witcher game was specifically designed in a way 
where the player cannot take advantage of video games own bookmark-system of saving and loading 
game sessions and progressions. The lasting consequence of the many, many, many choices you as a 
player get to make throughout the game, does not materialize before long after the given choice is 
made. In both Wolfenstein and Spec Ops the player could instantly slam the escape button and load the 
game at a previous state right before the choice the player just made. The result of this is that the player
can try out all possible choices, analyze and calculate on their result and then reload to (re)pick what-
ever choice the player wishes from a retrospective point of view. Given the player is constantly aware 
of her actions not being the least persistent, it must have an impact on the process and activity of choice
making; it becomes a trial-and-error approach more than an organic development. Given the improv 
form's focus on the process over the end-result, trial-and-error makes for an unwanted approach, 
especially because it prescribes that there exists one right or better way of achieving the end-result. 
The Witcher has avoided the issue by making sure that the results of player choices come to show at a 
much later point, where it is either not clear exactly what specific choice caused the plot to develop the 
way it did, or so many hours of play-time later that reloading at that early state of the game becomes 
really unattractive. The player will be confronted with the decision she made at an early state of the 
play-through, that she most likely had completely forgotten about making, until it is brought up again. 
In the epilogue of The Witcher (final scene), the player is confronted with and made responsible (if not 
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blamed) for every major event the player has influenced by her choice throughout the whole game. 
Along with this, the player is also met with specific NPC characters (depending on player decisions in 
the game), who also have a thing or two to confront the player with. A powerful effect that speaks 
directly to the player and not just the avatar (Geralt). In this manner The Witcher has staged choice 
making in a way that ensures that the player will not disrupt the dramatic flow of the narrative, by 
calculating and testing different outcomes, before carrying out various decisions.

I have decided to place the interactive dialogue-systems seen in many games, especially RPG's, under 
the category of improvisation through choice making because the interface through which the game-
play materializes is presented as very clear choice making. However, the concept does have a toe, or 
maybe a whole leg, in the category of narrative improvisation. 

Naturally, any linear or branching game narrative can not be truly improvised because everything to 
some degree is scripted or written beforehand – or can it? The Commedia dell'arte and later improv 
performances at Compass Theater was linear in the sense that the overall plot line was rigid, and the 
improvisation lay in the lines that the players improvised and in the way players solved the scene's 
inherit problem: If the plot prescribed for the prince to slay the troll in the fifth scene, exactly how the 
prince would go about this can be improvised by the players. Similarly to how the concept of pearls on
a string narratives prescribes rigid plot points with free movement between the points. 
The philosophical difficulties for a comparison between improv and choice-based games is not how 
linear or widely branching the game might be technically; the pool of choices from which the players 
can develop a solution to the problem or progress the story is limited either way. Though an improv 
performance can be limited within a framework, we do not see this kind of inorganic limitations in 
improv as we do in video game spaces. Theoretically, a game could have a huge amount of choices and 
each of these choices a huge amount of different options for the player to select. The actual choice will 
still not be organic but binary since the player cannot pick a non-existing option, or an in-between two 
existing options solution, but must always stick to either one (or two, or three, etc. etc.) rigid outputs. 
Some games are better at hiding the underlying “tracks” than others. Still, plenty of improv elements 
exist in the activity and process of choice-making in video games, regardless of the (in improv context) 
not-so-important rigid outputs. 
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3.4 Implicit narrative improvisation 
The third and last type of staged player improvisation is the most abstract, which I have chosen to call 
introvert or implicit narrative improvisation. As the name hints, this type of player improvisation is not 
directly rendered on the screen as explicit actions, yet, the players implicit improvisation have 
tremendous impact on the players explicit actions within the game world. Exactly what the player 
improvises is the narrative context in which the player finds herself, it is the immediate understanding 
of the game world, its causalities, and inherent problem(s). If these things are not explicitly given to the
player (like in a script), the player will improvise these things naturally (like in improv) in order to 
navigate and interact within the game world. This does not mean that implicit narrative improvisation 
dose not require staging or that you can just place the player on an empty stage/scene and she will 
successfully invent a whole game universe herself. Like in improv, a successful performance is 
directed, but directed in a way that gives the actors room and a framework in which they can improvise.
As many creative people have encountered, having no constraints at all can be an enormous mental 
block. Spolin notes that when directing improv, staging the scene's inherent problem is crucial; 
"From this referral point, then, the director prepares problems for the actors to solve."(Spolin 1999, 
323) The scene's inherent problem defines the potential theater game of the play in many ways and as 
improv goes, this problem should not be “World War III”, but something smaller and more relatable. 

3.4.1 Interpretation vs improvisation
The concept of implicit narrative improvisation I propose here, is in the middle-ground in-between the 
narrative devices of what Clara Fernández-Vara describes as indexical storytelling (Fernández-Vara 
2011) and ellipsis (also known as narrative gaps). This might at first sound contradictory because 
indexical storytelling is about presenting a narrative through indexes (inspired by the 19th century 
philosopher Peirce), as a form of traces that indicates what has (or will) happened. Footprints in the 
snow indicates someone has been here, next to it, a set of animal footprints and blood stains in the snow
indicate that the person has been in a fight with an animal. Indexical storytelling is about representing a
narrative through the details of the game world available for the player. Narrative gaps on the other 
hand, is the technique of storytelling by intentionally not presenting details or large events of the plot, 
so the reader/player must construct the events herself, “fill out the gaps” so to speak. Hemingway used 
this literary device in many of his writings, but it is also widely used in movies, both used to small 
indifferent gaps (such as if the hero takes the staircase or elevator) and large plot progressing gaps 
(such as twenty years have passed and the hero have become an outcast and lost contact with his 
father). 
One represents a story through details the other by leaving out certain details. What characterizes the 
games I have highlighted in this section is that they all use indexical storytelling excessively while still 
having major narrative gaps, which not only makes room for diverse interpretation retrospectively, but 
also forces the player to improvise the missing context immediately, in order for her to navigate and 
react in the game world. These are games with no explicit player goals or narrated plot to guide the 
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player, leaving it entirely up to the player to improvise her role and causality in the developing 
narrative. The player does so mentally, emotionally implicit in the moment continuously affecting her 
interactions. It relates to a key feature of improv: observe and react (Uren 2008; Spolin 1999). This 
does not mean that the player constantly has a perfectly clear understanding of her context and all the 
ins and outs of the game scene, especially when the game is abstract in its representation of any story. 
But, that the player constantly is trying to understand and develop the narrative context by actively 
reacting in an accordance with her current understanding and mental construction of the game world 
events. The player's actions and impulses are triggered by this world view and contextual 
understanding, re-enforcing the players own improvised plot by pursuing it. The narrative itself 
becomes a puzzle that can be solved in many ways. 
Interpretation is a retrospective and reflective activity and cannot alter how the player interacted with 
the game world, implicit narrative improvisation on the other hand, is what the player does when she is 
“observing” the scene, which she must do in order to react to it. It is mentally “seeing” what 
possibilities the game world represents and holds narratively, constantly constructing (and 
deconstructing) the players mental possibility space, in order for the player to act in it. 

3.4.2 A mental possibility space:
Games can be designed with practical possibility spaces, with features, options and things the player 
can do - the same thing can be said for the mental equivalent. Though the mental space has no physical 
boundaries to keep the player, it has some thoughts, connections and causalities that the player most 
likely will discover and construct.
Implicit narrative improvisation is constraint by the more physical and explicitly represented game 
world as the stage and framework, within which the player can improvise what has happened and how 
she should progress within the narrative.  For the game to support this kind of staging, it naturally 
needs to have an open-ended nature giving room for events to have happened and happening in 
different ways – and this is where narrative gaps becomes handy. For the game to have any context and 
framing at all, indexical storytelling elements are fitting because they do not represent explicit events 
that would constrain the players mental construction of events to something very specific, but only 
clues and traces of events that serve as pieces in the puzzle for the player to play around with and 
combine in different ways.

3.4.3 Improvisation vs. simulation
There are few limbo examples, where the already blurry line between interpretation and implicit 
narrative improvisation becomes even blurrier. This is when the perspective of simulation gets added to
the mix. Specifically, a game such as Mine Craft (Mojang 2011), despite the game not being a realistic 
simulator by any measure, it does share features with different survival simulators. Players of Mine 
Craft can in a way be seen as improvising: They are not given any specific goals by the game system or
narrative, but the game offers an inherent problem of survival, to which there is many, many solutions. 
Despite having a massive narrative gap (as in no narrative features), I would argue that players of Mine 
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Craft rely on mechanical improvisation more than implicit narrative one, because the scenes inherent 
problem (staying alive) is one that fundamentally is solved through mechanical and not narrative 
improvisations.
That said, it is “easy” for players of Mine Craft to improvise some sort of narrative context in the 
group, with goals beyond surviving, fostering in-game communities and themes that would be hard to 
stage in traditional simulators like Microsoft Flight Simulator. 

The following games I have chosen to include in my analysis all feature and promote some level of 
sense-making as the core activity and performance for the player to engage with. 

3.4.4 Examples

Dear Esther
One of the first within it's niche genre of “walking simulators” or First Person Walkers (FPW), Dear 
Esther started out as a research project under University of Portsmouth and was released as a free Half 
Life 2 (valve, 2004) mod in 2008, before later being released as a commercial standalone game in 
2012. At its time of release it sparked some discussion among reviewers, whether Dear Esther could or 
should be reviewed as a game at all, due to its lack of mechanical game-play features. Despite this, the 
game proved to be commercially successful with more than 800.000 copies sold5 at the moment of 
writing, and a metacritic reviewer score of 756. 
The game is set on a remote Hebridean island, here the players start off by an abandoned light house 
with no introductory cut-scene or explanation, beyond that of a voice-over that plays fragments of 
letter-like monologues (starting with Dear Esther … ) while the player is free to move and explore the 
environment. The movement/look controls are typical for FPS games (WASD+mouse) and there are no 
other mechanics that the player needs to learn in order to play and complete the game. In pace with the 
player traverse the island by a path starting from the lighthouse, more voice-over fragments are 
triggered at different locations in the game. Beyond the scenic views, the player will also encounter 
different objects and indexical marks relating but not representing events and themes that the 
disembodied voice-over mentions throughout the course of the game. The player will encounter  
different scenes like a stranded and ruined ship, a stone circle, a cave system. A recurrent theme of 
seemingly chemical and cryptic notes are painted with fluorescent painting at different locations 
occurring more and more often as the player progress. It is by no means clear if these paintings really 
are painted by someone present there before the player, or if it serves as a metaphor for the player or 
another character's corrupting state of mind. The voice-over reading fragments of letters or streams-of-
consciousness presumably intended for this Esther, also mentions other characters who also have 
inhabited or visited the island. The player's relation (if any) to these characters and Esther is unknown. 
Naturally the player tries to imagine connections and causalities between the things narrated by the 

5 http://steamspy.com/app/203810
6 http://www.metacritic.com/game/pc/dear-esther
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voice-over and objects in the game world as she plays along. No matter which conclusions the player 
reaches, it is hardly ever confirmed or denied because of the vague and dream-like format. If the player 
replays the game in hope of better understanding the narrative, she will not have quite the same 
experience as in the first play-through because the voice-over snippets are randomized: Each trigger 
location has a pool of possible audio clips to play, making the specific spoken letter-fragments and the 
order of which they are played in different in each game session. The theme remains largely the same 
and the reference to some specific events (a car crash) is there in every play-through, despite the 
spoken lines being different. 
It is clear that sense-making is a main activity for the player in Dear Esther, the aim of moving forward 
is a way for the player to reveal or collect more pieces of the puzzle. The player improvisation is in the 
process of connecting the narrative puzzle pieces in what way she sees fit.
When asked “How would you define "gameplay" in regard to your games?” Dan Pinchbeck from The 
Chinese Room who worked as writer on the original Dear Esther answered:

“I would say that outside the normal exploratory interaction, our core gameplay isn't 
about mechanical interaction with the game, but the players emotional interaction with 
it. Both Dear Esther and Amnesia could be seen as mystery or even puzzle games, but 
that takes place within the mind of the player, at an emotional level. You don't figure out 
sequences of levers or buttons, or work out how to chain a skill activity to progress, but 
instead you have a complex story that requires piecing together. That comes, I think, 
from me not seeing story as different to gameplay but a fundamental aspect of it. 
Engaging with the story is the core gameplay in our games.”(Sigl 2014)

His answer indicates that the designer himself also intended the puzzling nature of the narrative as part 
of the core gameplay, meaning something the player actively does in the moment and not 
retrospectively. 
Comparable with detective games, the player sets out to solve a mystery, but the process and the 
findings are more implicit and not clear-cut. In Dear Esther the player encounters an inherent problem 
of the game in the form of a mentioned car crash, in which Esther presumably dies, how this fits with 
the rest of the game context and how the player and/or the person writings letters to Esther will cope 
with this is up to the player to decide. 
In this slightly abstract way, the game sets the stage for the player to improvise through the process of 
mentally constructing the narrative she finds herself observing and acting within. 
Despite of staging elements of narrative implicit improvisations, Dear Esther fails largely to stage any 
of the other types of improv elements, such as choice making and mechanical improvisation, which 
from an improv perspective makes you wish for more. 

The Old City Leviathan 
As you launch the game, the game tells you explicitly not to trust it. The game's visual space is as 
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baffling (and beautiful) as its narrative content, which all promotes philosophical pondering well 
beyond the banal. 
Like in Dear Esther, there is very little choice-making for the player to do, but it does, like The Stanley 
Parable (Galactic Cafe 2013) offer some choice-making through spacial navigation with more than one 
door/path for the player to go down.
From the developer's website it states:

“We sought to discard the esoteric puzzles and repetitive gameplay loops of traditional 
games in favor of a pure narrative experience that delves into philosophical themes oft 
neglected by the medium.
A common phrase used in this context is “gameplay first.” The assumption is that 
anything other than the gameplay mechanics themselves is secondary and even 
unnecessary. Dear Esther was one of the first to challenge that concept, opening the 
door for titles such as The Stanley Parable and Gone Home, and we intend to build 
upon that foundation.7”

Further, on the games store page on steam, it promotes itself by the following as a selling point:

“The objective is to understand. The story of The Old City: Leviathan is not told in a 
traditional manner. As you progress through the narrative, you will overhear a 
conversation between two entities. The first entity is the nameless character you are 
controlling who communicates through a monologue. The second entity is the depths of 
the environment, details and all. Your task is to piece together the narrative as if you are
jumping into a conversation with no context. The more you explore, the more you will 
potentially understand.8“

At the time of writing, only the first part of “a larger story” is released, making the experience even 
more fragmented. But the game currently available can be said to do one thing and does it well: Being 
very ambiguous, confusing, and complex in its universe and narrative content. This is both an 
extremely good and bad feature: Good because the player certainly gets to work and improvise the ins 
and outs of it all, and bad because the context simply makes to little sense and the narrative might 
become so hard to comprehend that the game fails to provoke any mental construction by the player at 
all, and thereby hardly delivering a narrative experience.
The old city Leviathan is an extreme example of cryptic and implicit narrative, though this is also a 
subjective matter of the eyes who play - I must stress that more cryptic does not necessarily equal more
fertile staging of implicit narrative improvisation. The seventh point of “rules of improv” listed in 

7 http://postmodsoftworks.com/ (23-11-15)
8 http://store.steampowered.com/app/297350/ (23-11-15)
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section 2.1.2, prescribes the actor to be specific because it moves the plot forward and highlight what is
important (for the characters). It is possible to be very specific in a cryptic way, take a look at quantum 
physics, but in a narrative context the potentially cryptic syuzhet has a more comprehensible underlying
fabula, which the designer can leave more or less exposed. Striking the balance is not an exact science, 
and it fully depends on the work and creative vision and purpose behind it. Staging implicit narrative 
player improvisation can be done in a very simple and specific way. The mental possibility space this 
kind of scene would stage will naturally be more “limited” than if the scene was very abstract and 
vague in its details, but that is not a negative feature as such – it is ultimately for the developers to 
decide – but every aspect of the game world does by no means need to be abstract and ambiguous in 
order to stage player improvisation. Exactly what is left for the player to improvise can be constrained, 
in which case it will further narrative progression and character development at the cost of player 
possibilities.  

Elegy for a dead world 
This game is an interesting limbo example because the transition between implicit and explicit 
narrative is a crucial part of the game experience. It relates to all three former presented categories of 
theater games; for practice and skill honing, for content creation and for it owns pleasurable and 
recreational sake. In terms of agency and world manipulation, the player does have a high degree of 
manipulative freedom, but on a more conceptual level.
In Elegy for a dead world improvisational writings is the main game-play and mechanics through 
which the player plays. It is a 2D game where the player lands on different planets where the player can
traverse this planet linearly in a side-scroller fashion. At some fixed location through the level, the 
player has the furthered option of writing a snippet of text; any length and any text (including skipping)
is accepted. Why or were the player writes this text is staged differently, it can be understood as 
something the played character reads from an object in-game, as a narrator, or a third option. The 
player can choose between having all the optional text areas empty or having different kinds of writings
prompts pre-embeded in the text fields. These pre-written writing prompts can themselves be altered or 
deleted if the player so wishes. There are many pre-written writing prompts available promoting 
varying narrative and poetic structures for the player to choose between, offering different kinds of 
themes and writing styles. Once the player has traversed a level and filled in text where she so wished 
to, the player is presented with her own play-through as a form of slide-show, where she can click 
through artistically cropped imagery of the game scene with the player's text displayed next to it. By 
playing the game, the player has generated a visual novel that she can save/load and share with other 
players. 
By playing one play-through and then reading the results of other players' play-through, it quickly 
becomes clear just how differently players approach the scene's inherent problem: In my first play-
through of “world 1” I observed the pre-made writing prompts as a kind of real-time in-game dialogue, 
as the played character's poetic stream of consciousness. The narrative I then created was very different
from the one I afterwards read that was made by another player. The other player had written the text 
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snippets as if the world the player walked through was a slide-show or picture book illustrating his 
story, without taking the played character's presence into account. He was telling a grand story 
spanning many millenniums from an omnipresent narrator point of view. None of the two different 
approaches were more wrong or right than the other, however, the example clearly shows that the 
players' mental construction of the scene and the game world has a profound impact on the further 
game-play actions players will do in order to solve a scene's inherent problem. The narrative I 
generated was so fundamentally different in both form and content from the one another player 
improvised because the game managed to stage a problem in a way that was easy to understand, yet 
allowed for numerous (infinite) ways of solving it. 
The players' implicit narrative improvisations do become an explicit rigid narrative when the player 
shares her finished narrative with other players - players can even edit the text snippets after 
completing a level before publishing it. But the narrative remains largely implicit as long as the player 
is still playing and the final text has not materialized yet. 
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3.4 Section summery
In this section I have presented and examined a series of games that has successfully staged different 
aspects of player improvisation. I have categorized player improvisation in video-games into three 
categories or areas: Mechanical, choice-based, and Implicit narrative improvisation. 
Along with the games that I analyzed in section 3.3 and 3.4, games such as Gone Home, The Vanishing
of Ethan Carter, Journey, and The Stanley Parable had potential for being analyzed in these sections as 
well. Had I decided to include these games too, it would have shown more examples of choice making 
and indexical storytelling along with implicit narrative improvisation. These examples would especially
have displayed narratives with a more narrowed mental possibility space but a more extensive physical 
possibility space. 
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4. Taking narrative improvisation in video-games further

4.1 On prototyping: Purpose and goals
Having pin-pointed methods of which video games have successfully staged different kinds of player 
improvisation from a theoretical and analytical perspective, I wish to test these findings from a 
practical perspective and especially to test how the proposed ways of staging player improvisation can 
be taken further in future games. 
The experimental prototype I present will be largely inspired by some improv aspects that worked well 
in other games, without simply trying to recreate the existing, which could only yield poorer results, 
given I have very little development resources compared to the games mentioned in this thesis. The 
novelty is in the combination and use of existing narrative and design devices combined with 
experimental staging in a new context. Unlike the games examined in this thesis, my prototype game 
does not need to be commercially viable or stable, giving me more room to test more risky designs – 
which in the light of improv's risky format (Love 2014) is an advantage. 
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4.2 The prototype
In this section I will break down the different steps and motives in the design and production process.

4.2.1 Experimental model for staging player improvisation
I found it challenging to design a game that had to be minimal in player instructions and limitations 
while also staging some kind of narrative and still be in the scope of something that I solely (non-tech 
student) could develop and deploy in time. Based on the former findings in this thesis, I made a list of 
requirements and constraints that the prototype ideally met. From this list I could start to prioritize and 
develop different designs that could meet as many of these requirements most efficiently.  
The requirements for the prototype was the following:

• The game must have one or more inherent problems for the player to engage with.

• The player should be presented with one or more choices.

• The player should be “free” to solve problems in several ways – no right or wrong way: 

◦ There is no right or wrong course of action: Since there is no fixed plot, there are no actions 

the player must do or must not do in order to progress. All actions lead to progression. 
• Indexical storytelling should construct an equivocal context.

• Narrative fragments and gaps allowing for multiple potential plots and causalities.

• Ask the player questions (inspired by “5 Whys” to provoke players to construct a causality).

• Randomness.

• Props (inspired by Improv theater games using objects).

• Support both comic and tragic thematics

• The game must not give the players any explicit or direct goals/instructions, like: “Do X”

◦ Do not instruct the player what or how to play; let her figure it out herself. This puts the 

player in new and unfamiliar scenarios, which force the player to improvise a course of 
action 

◦ Use known mechanics in alien situations to lower learning barrier.

◦ Avoid any kind of hand-holding; like big UI arrows pointing the player in the “right” 

direction.
• The game should not make it clear whether the player is making a choice or not:

◦ Ideally the player should perceive the game world as full of choices and every choice should

matter, at least it is up to the player to decide its importance in the performance. 
Bombastically stating that the player “is now making a choice” and “it will have 
consequences” undermines every other action or choice as something indifferent (illusion), 
while also reminding the player of the video game mediums fixed format.

• If possible, make the player choose through (game-play) actions instead of abstract UI

◦ UI is often immersion breaking and makes it very clear how limited the player choices are.

◦ Modifying objects makes one think it is real on a low neurological level (Mason 2014)
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• Time pressure: if the player cannot stop time her presence is more immediate 

◦ Not showing a time indicator through UI is more complex, requires more resource

s. 
• The game should react to, or provide feedback for the player behavior and choices.

The above list worked as a guide and wish-list during production more than indisputable law, resulting 
in not all requirements getting implemented or only partially implemented, which will be accounted for
in section 4.2.3. 
To materialize all these requirements in a specific design I drew inspiration from many sources, ranging
from popular books, films, games, and songs to improv theater games, paradoxes, personal anecdotes, 
as well as completely (purposely) random inputs. 
For the fundamental contextual framework I ended up using a very (in narrative games) widely used 
approach: “The blank slate”, or “amnesia” starting point. It seemed especially fitting for the kind of 
improv game I was developing because it would not constraint the players' mental possibility space by 
any predefined character behaviour, on the other hand, this decision made character development hard. 
Ultimately, the blank slate model was by far the least demanding from a limited development resource 
perspective. Alternatively, a “stock character” like those used in the former mentioned  Atellan Farce 
and Commedia dell'arte, could have been used instead. 
I wanted the scene to have at least one other character besides the player, a form of antagonist, yet I 
aimed for this alien character to be a blank slate too, in the hope of the player defining/improvising the 
protagonist character herself. 
What more evident way to stage player amnesia, than by staging someone waking up after a serious 
bender, a long blackout that explains the strange nature of the players current whereabouts. 
My idea was then, that the main game-play should be the player improvising what the hell had 
happened the night leading up to the player waking up hungover on a beach. Through various 
“flashbacks” the player should be able to construct a causality that she can verify and support through 
her actions in the game world. 
This inherent problem of finding the ins and outs of the night before was the overarching theme, but 
not the only: Beyond discovering what you did on a bender last night, the player must also decide what 
and if there was committed a crime, prank or something else and how severe this event(s) was. In line 
with this, figuring out the player's relationship to the other character/antagonist (not present on the 
beach but to whom there are traces) is another inherent problem. 
The purpose with all of these uncertainties and inherent problems, is to provoke introvert or implicit 
narrative player improvisation. If successful, it could prove advantageous over games relying only on 
choice making or the illusion thereof, because if the players construct all the consequences implicitly, 
the “illusion” is never broken by explicit flaws in the game system.
Inspired by The Harold structure (long form improv), I aimed for a design that combined different 
interdependent scenes/scenarios in a way where the player can converge, intertwine, and combine 
elements from the different scenes into one coherent ending. 
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As something tangible that the player could hold on from one scene to another I decided that the use of 
props/objects was fitting – these objects should be random to create weird or comic expositions. 
The random objects serve as props that inspires and provokes the player to work with objects/themes 
that might seem obscure at first. The player is then forced to improvise some reasoning that makes the 
objects presence evident, and thereby constructing a narrative. The form is similar to that of freestyle 
rap battles, where the two competing rappers are given a word (a theme or an object) that they must 
incorporate in their rap. When giving their verdict, the judges take into consideration how much and 
how creative the rappers managed to use and incorporate the word in their freestyle rap. 
Puzzle elements: As a way to see if player behavior differs and how, depending on the context and 
causalities the players construct, it should come to show in the type of logic and intuition behind how 
players will try to solve a given puzzle. A traditional puzzle or riddle only has one right solution. The 
puzzle in an improv game on the other hand, should allow for the player to solve it whatever way the 
player sees fit, making the puzzle a mental more than a physical one. The solution to a traditional 
puzzle is materialized in the physical puzzle pieces, likewise, the puzzle in an inprov game must 
support more than one physical solutions. 
Puzzles and objects must all support players in creating connections, correlations, and meanings 
between them: Many of the objects, scenes, puzzles, narrator snippets can be directly linked to each 
other and/or appear several places. The goal of this is to stage a “A-ha” moment for the player at the 
end of the game. 
Finally, I wanted the game to feature voice-overs for several reasons: From a practical perspective it is 
an effective way of establishing an atmosphere and can also be used instead of a UI (not including 
subtitles) in some scenarios. From a narrative perspective, a narrator-like voice-over is tried and tested 
format, and as explained by two examples in section 3.4, it also works well in the domain of implicit 
narrative improvisation. However, I wanted to avoid a conventional narrator because such a narrator 
holds an uneven authority by being all knowing and outside the play. I wanted to stage for the player to 
interact with the “narrator” as if he was another performer embedded in the scene and not outside of it. 
To do this, I designed for the played character to be the “narrator” to provide a form of stream of 
consciousness, an ambiguous and contradictory inner voice for the player to converse with.  

4.2.2 Initial specifications and constraints
Before I started the production of the prototype game, I defined the scope and high level design 
specifications to communicate the idea and make planning easier and more precise. These initial design
specifications documentation was as following:
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Everything is Everything (pitch-paper) 

Short game description: 
You wake up hungover on a beach, with waves almost liking your feet. A bottle of mustard lays beside you, a 
dead bull floating around in the dark ocean a couple of meters from you. There is the shape of another body 
imprinted in the sand next to you. From here it only gets weirder. Yet, it is all connected somehow. Clearly 
something happened here last night, but what and how did you end up here? In time, you will discover. Whatever
happened might have been tragic or it might have been an absolute blast, ultimately that is for the player to 
determine. 

Game specifications: 
Game title: Everything is Everything (working title)
Genre: FPW (First Person Walker, Walking simulator) 
Game modes: Single-player only, level/scene based
Platform: PC, Mac, Linux – platform native and possibility of web build
Controls:  WASD + mouse, (controller support a possibility, but not prioritized)  
Length (estimated time for avg. play-through): 15-20 min 
Target audience: Players enjoying experimental narrative games 
Unique Selling Points: Objects and scenes are loaded at random, giving the player a unique combination on 
every play-through. Example: The “mustard bottle” and “dead bull” are objects that can be randomized. The 
time of the day and weather is also randomized. Scenes are modular and not sequential.
Core game experience: Exploration, narrative puzzle, reflective 
Game synopsis: (see top of the document)
Visual style and use of audio: Disembodied narrator is a central part of the experience. Visual style will be 
naturalistic, but minimal. 

Game features 

Dynamic and non-linear player experience without branching 
The game does not have a fixed plot, it does not relay on branching (parallel plot lines) either. Instead, the game 
uses a modular event, scene, and object system for player progression, with a base-area that is unlocked/changed
gradually. All modules are designed to fit and be compatible with each other. However, they are not all just slight
variations of the same: Objects, order of appearance and context can have a profound impact on the players 
understanding and experience of the whole narrative scenario. For each play session the game generates a new 
combination of objects and events. This makes room for rich theory crafting and very diverse interpretations, 
creating unique player scenarios, causing the player to construct original meanings, connections and plot lines 
from each play-through.

An inner dialogue: cooperative narration
The game features a narrator, but not a typical omnipresent all-knowing narrator. It is more comparable with an 
“inner-voice” that seeks dialogue, asks questions and comments on events more than it narrates in any traditional
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sense. The game's narrator is more of a co-improviser than an unquestionable authority, establishing a more 
playful relationship between player and narrator. 

Scenes, location, progression 
The game is quite classically structured with 5 (very) 
short acts accompanied by a prologue and epilogue. 
Prologue and epilogue take place in the same 
area/location, where the player can wander freely. 
Smaller areas of the main area unlock incrementally as 
the player progresses through the five acts. This means 
that even though the prologue and epilogue is within 
the same overall area, the epilogue is not accessible for 
the player before she progressed through the five acts. 
This ensures that the player travels through a coherent 
space, whilst also visiting more abstract locations 
through the five acts. The prologue and epilogue are 
semi-static, meaning that some objects and the time of 
day is randomized, and some events happening in the 
context remain the same in every play-through. 
The epilogue is the player waking up with hangovers 
on the beach and the epilogue serves as the final piece 
of the puzzle and a way to summon up and reflect on 
the objects, events, and choices the player has 
encountered trough the game experience. 
The random ordered acts (external locations) are 
smaller “flashbacks” from the night before or more 
distant memories, all leading up to the current context 
the player find herself in. 

Scalability and buffers:
• Instead of five acts, it can be reduced to say 

three whilst keeping the main design vision 
intact.

•  Objects and scenes can be static non-

randomized with a minimum total amount, but 
still be designed in way that serves as a proof 
of concept, (which you only would notice on a 
second play through). 
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The above pages were the initial design vision that I referenced and aimed for during the production. 
As game productions go, things does not always work out the exact way initially envisioned, which 
will be accounted for in the following section.

4.2.3 Production process
The practicalities of creating the game prototype is not especially relevant for the focus of this thesis, 
but for good measure and the sake of documentation, the next section will briefly describe the process 
of developing the Everything Is Everything prototype.  

While developing the prototype I had to strike a balance between developing the different design and 
staging aspects along with art assets and code. The overall design could (as always) have been iterated 
upon further through paper prototypes or less complex game structure, but I prioritized implementing 
the game in a full 3D multi-scene environment because I wanted to test how a format comparable with 
The Harold (long form improv) would fare in a video game. I had scheduled about a month of my time 
to develop the full prototype and week for testing. 
The visual aspect of the game was not a priority, still, it had to resemble a coherent game world to 
create a context for the player. 
Surely it would be more pleasing for the player with great visuals, but it would hardly prove anything 
new related to my theoretical specifications. That said, I needed visuals that was refined to a degree 
where the player easily could identify the game world and its objects, especially giving the indexical 
storytelling traces I wanted to implement in the game world. Beyond that, not having stunning visuals 
would make it easier to examine if the raw design itself would engage and interest players, without the 
aid of stunning visuals. My supervisor and I was questioning what visual style that would be most 
fitting. Going for either hyper realism or very paper-prototype style would make sense, anything in 
between would just come off as broken. A stylistic approach such as a paper-moch-up-style is not as 
“impressive” as hyper-realism, but it holds a stylistic quality that could make it more visually appealing
than the degree of hyper-realism I could achieve solely. Again, this would rise the question of the visual
aspect of the game taking too much attention, since the main goal of prototype game was not to create 
an overly pleasurable game experience (though it was not unwanted either), but to gain useful insights 
in how players can be staged to perform different kinds of improvisation in video-games. 
I ended up going for a more realistic style for practical reasons; if I choose a more stylistic approach I 
would need to do a lot of work on every asset, so that it would be coherent with the style. This did not 
work well with my strategy of finding most assets pre-made, along with the fact that I am not much of 
a visual artist. Finding pre-made assets with a realistic look was simply much more accessible.  
The majority of the assets used in Everything Is Everything did I acquire freely from the Unity3D Asset
Store, different 3D-sites (like www.blendswap.com), and freesounds.org. Many of these assets did I 
have to modify in varying degree in order for them to fit in the game world. Only a handful of models 
and textures did I make from scratch. 
It proved harder than expected to find fitting objects for the player to interact with. It turned out that 
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very few of the objects from my list of “random” objects that I had made in my design documentation, 
was to be found online. This resulted in the objects used in the game become even more random, based 
on the availability of given object and less on its function in the game world. 
When I implemented the odd spherical model next to where the player spawns, to see if and how 
players would create a meaning or function for a random object in an established game world, I literally
went to an online 3D resource forum and searched for “random” and picked the first and best model. 
Not even the artist behind the model had any idea what, if anything, it should resemble; “Was messing 
with the modifiers to answer a wireframe question on this site and somehow I got to this. Not really 
sure what it's supposed to be, but thought it had looked pretty cool.9”. If the player proved able to 
improvise a use or meaning for this object, she had done what the original artist could not.

The narrator lines on the other hand, did I have to record and edit all of them myself. Luckily, a fellow 
student and friend volunteered to be voice actor for the game. These lines were recorded over two 
sessions; first as a test to get some placeholder lines, and second recording to higher quality and final 
recordings. During development several of the recorded lines proved unfit for the prototype and was 
not used for that reason. 

In terms of code (game logic), I relied on two paid plug-ins; Play-Maker (visual scripting, state 
machines) and Dialogue System for Unity (organizing script lines, voice over, subtitle, localization). In 
this way I did not write a single (okay, maybe one) line of code, but made a significant amount of state-
machines through visual scripting to handle the game logic instead. 
For save and progression system I used a build-in sub-system of the Dialogue System plug-in, but 
unfortunately this proved buggy and after some time I ditched this system in favor of making a manual 
system that relayed only on one integer variable.
Initially, making the game modular and the combination of modules random, was part of the core 
design. The play-testers was only going to play the game once, so they would naturally not know if the 
order of things was random or not. For testing purposes it was also favorable to avoid randomness, so I 
could observe if the different players would improvise different relations, despite being exposed to the 
same sequence of events and narrator lines.  
Some random aspects made it into the prototype, partially because of practical reasons (related to the 
save/progression system) and because I wanted to test how this structure of randomized content would 
fare in this kind of narrative/improv game. 
Specifically, the narrator lines played when walking around in the main scene and the first “boat scene”
was randomized from a pool. Every time the player (re)spawned a random cough followed by a random
reaction to waking up on a beach was played. The coughs and reaction having separate and smaller 
pools of possible sounds/lines. The color of the former mentioned “odd spherical object” was also 
randomized each time the base scene was loaded, resulting in at least six different color variation 
during the course of completing the game. 

9 http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/75967 (10/11/15)
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From my list of requirements and constraints the prototype ideally met, several points did not make it 
into the implementation – or at least only partially. The features that did make it into the prototype was 
those with most potential, impact, and easy to implement. The requirements that was not fully met by 
the final prototype was as following:

• Sense: As in a coherent narrative-like experience. 

◦ It was an implicit requirement that the game should deliver a narrative experience for the 

player. Too few easily comprehensible narrative elements was implemented, as is more 
elaborately explained in section 5.x, the game proved slightly too abstract for many players.

• Randomized objects

• Randomized order of scenes

• At the final puzzle, rearranging already placed objects did not get to work properly and the 

feature was disabled, permanently locking objects in place once placed. 
• Day-cycle and random day time. 

◦ This is particularly a shame, because this would have given a feeling of time passing, 

making it less surreal and dream like, related to the “time pressure” point. 
• The process of choosing the objects that made it into the game was more opportunistic than 

random.
• Pseudo-random narrator snippets: In the prototype the narrator snippets are truly random, 

meaning the same line could be triggered several times during a game, even in a row, which is 
highly unwanted. However, the snippets can be triggered sequential, but rearranging the 
snippets sequential order (if chosen) is very manual, time consuming, and trivial task.

• Camera zoom-in on right-click: Applicable for environment and objects

• Rotation/further examination of object once picked up.

• Some scenes/act was dismissed or cut down in favor of some that was easier/faster to 

implement, but less interactive or interesting for the player. 
• The game did little in terms of “react to player behavior and choices”. Designs was planned 

about player behavior triggering responses/feedback from the game, but unfortunately never 
implemented. 
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4.2.4 The prototype product: “Everything Is Everything”

The Everything Is Everything prototype build which the play-testers played can be found here:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/2840929/Everything%20Is%20Everything%20Prototype.zip

The prototype is a 64-bit Windows only build.

To play, simply extract all content of the package to the same directory. Run the executable - and do set
the resolution to the highest available from the drop-down menu.  
The prototype is not optimized and will need quite some system resources to run smoothly. It is tested 
(and only guaranteed to work) in a 1920x1080 resolution. 

Controls: WASD + mouse, (left mouse button to interact).

The game does not have any menu system and cannot be paused, sorry. Upon completion the game will
terminate itself, if you do not have patience for this or need to kill the game prior to completion, tab-out
and/or manually kill the program (e.g. Alt+F4 in Windows and Ubuntu, Command+Q on Mac). 
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5. Reviewing Everything is Everything
The Everything Is Everything prototype, and the play-tests thereof, is a qualitative approach to the 
topic, as a way of conducting research through design. The purpose is to gain insights on potential 
game design more than to conclude any general claims though quantitative data collection.  
I choose to let the tester speak their first language, Danish, despite most of the play-testers where very 
proficient in English, because I wanted them to feel as relaxed as possible. Another concern was that on
discussing a topic that is not easy to express precisely, trying to do so in a foreign language does not 
make this effort any easier. 
Each play-tests will be recorded (audio), whilst I will also be present taking notes. The players are 
instructed that this is an experimental game with no right or wrong approach and they should feel free 
to play it what fashion they prefer. The players are also instructed to “think-out-loud”, meaning for the 
play-testers to say out lout what they are doing, why, and what they are thinking while playing. When 
planning these tests, I am very aware of the unavoidable problematic of player behavior potentially not 
being the same in the presence of an observer as without. This issue become even more evident when 
researching improv: One would not stop an improviser in the moment she is improvising, as that would
destroy the immediacy and spontaneity of it. This would force her to think about her actions on a more 
self-aware level, which is unwanted in an improv performance. Therefore, I instruct the play-testers 
only to “think-out-loud” when they feel that they can do so without stopping the flow of the game and 
their interactions within the game world. Some people find this kind of multitasking natural and others 
very hard. If I notice play-testers not thinking out loud because they are too focused on the game, I will 
note which part of the game I will need to question the players more exhaustively after the play-
through. If play-testers show particular interesting play behavior, I may need to ask them to explain 
their behavior, and knowingly disturb the game flow, as it might yield interesting insights.  
I only instruct the players on the controls if they do not figure it out themselves within a reasonable 
time frame.
In order to tell if the different players successfully constructed a narrative through playing the game, I 
need each player to give a short summery of the story they played and how/what they believed 
happened in the game world, plus potentially why what happened, happened the way they did. 
This short summery must include both practical game-play/actions and more abstract thoughts on 
causalities and context. If the players are able to give an account of what happened in a consecutive 
way, it means that they perceived or constructed some kind of story. If successful, comparing the 
different narratives the players construct is of much interest. In case of the story and causality play-
testers can account for differs greatly, it means the game has successfully staged players 
constructing/improvising original stories themselves. This is, if the play-testers mental construction 
clearly has affected their behavior and actions during play, else it is just their interpretation of the game 
that differs. 
To get insight on the process that lead to the different player actions the player will be asked why they 
chose to do and act the way they did in the different game scenarios.
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5.1 User tests and findings

I tested the prototype on a total seven persons from the age of 25 to 29, with the gender grouping of six 
males and two females. The majority of the tests was done with my presence, on my laptop, but a few 
where done on-line, with the testers streaming their screen feed. Needless to say the group of tester is 
not representative for video game players as a whole and neither the games potential target audience. 
Regardless, this was not the purpose of the prototype and testing regardless. The purpose was to gain 
insights on player improvisation, the staging thereof, and what future potential it holds.

The tester did not fill out any spreadsheet forms that easily translated into clear cutting pie-charts, due 
to the qualitative nature of the tests. In order to structure the results in the most accessible way I have 
chosen to list and shortly introduce every play-tester and basic data about them. This is accompanied by
the different user behavior at the most critical point of the game, for easy comparison, along with a 
short summery of the narrative they constructed (if any) from playing Everything Is Everything. The 
critical point here referred to is the final puzzle of the game, where five objects has to be placed in five 
hands attached to a stone figure, in order for at passage to open. 
Other highlights of the different player's behavior is harder to present and structure in any efficient way
and will be presented in no fixed order, but after relevance and context. 

5.1.1 Presentation of testers, individual puzzle solutions, and narrative summery. 
Every tester is listed by name and a short description of their age and habits playing video games. The 
audio recordings are named after the name of the corresponding tester. 

Asger: 28, plays game on a regular basis, prefers different kinds of strategy and MOBA games. 

Player behavior at the final puzzle of the game: 
Asger is certain that the odd spherical object must have a use. He drags it along different areas, 
including the area of the last puzzle. Here he places it on hand #3, randomly, because it was the hand 
closets to him. He recognizes the objects from the previous scenes, except the hand grenade (in the golf
scene he recognized this object as a golf ball and not a hand grenade (despite it being the same 3D 
model)). He then puts all the objects but one (due to one slot is taken up by the odd spherical object) on
the hands in a random order. The object he chose not to put on one of the hand slots is the hammer, 
partially because the hammer was the furthest away and partially, he explained, because the hand 
grenade was “new” so he would rather try that out over the “familair” hammer. 

When asked: “Can you give me a short resume of what happened in the game? And in terms of context
and story?” - Translated to English: 
~ “You wake up on a beach, if you walk into the water it is like you die and wake up again like from a 
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dream. I went through different doors taking me to different places, a bar, and interrogation room, and 
more... I was surprised every time I was taken to a new place, it sort of triggered before I thought 
anything would happen when I was exploring. There was this odd ball that I thought was important, but
it wasn't really until the last puzzle where I got it to count as an object hanging on one of the hands, but
I think I might as well could have taken another object like the hammer instead, at least I think so.  
One are either in some kind of dream stage or some kind of memory loss scenario. You don't really 
know where you are and the places you go to do not make much sense either. It is not a particularly 
nice place to be in; it is cold, your can hear the wind howling and the sun is going down and there is not
really any house, so I am thinking that you want to go home.
And then there are this voice that does not really make sense either, it is kind of hallucinogenic or 
memory loss because something has happened that you are not aware of.
The voices are NOT from the character you are playing for sure, it is like they are a sort of narrators 
because they are outside the narrative, it's hard, but it's a bit in that way, one of them says “I know how 
this will end” and such. But I think it is the same voice that says that his friends has been murdered, or 
is dead at least, so it is like is a character in the story. It's like the male voice is both a character in the 
story and outside the story, if you know what I mean? But who he is, that I do not know.” 

Johan: 25, plays game on a regular basis, prefers MOBA, sandbox and some FPS games.

Player behavior at the final puzzle of the game: 
Johan is also very keen on using the odd spherical object to something; it must have a use. He drags it 
along all the way to the final puzzle.
At the final puzzle Johan wants to put the objects in the “right” order. The order he is here referring to 
as the right order is the chronological order he himself found the different objects. What he does not 
know is that the order he is structuring the objects in, is not the chronological order they did actually 
appear to him. Johan does not notice that he accidentally pushes one of the five objects (the hand 
grenade) off the table, and it rolls away without him noticing it. This means there are only four objects 
for five slots. Luckily Johan dragged the odd spherical object along, which he all the time was so keen 
on using for something. He ponders whether he should put it on hand #1 or hand #5; on one hand (pun 
intended) the odd spherical object was the first object he encountered, on the other hand, to him the odd
spherical object seems to have a special role and therefore deserves hand #5 due to its special features. 
He finally places the odd spherical object on hand #5 and the door opens, so he concludes that he 
indeed had figured out the right solution. 
Johan does take note of the embodied voice telling him to think of a number between one and five, but 
it does not seem to alter his final solution to the puzzle.

When asked: “Can you give me a short resume of what happened in the game? And in terms of context
and story?” - Translated into English:
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~ “Some things that might have happened in a person's life and something about a dream. It is a lot of 
random scenarios at first, offhand they do not seem connected or in line with each other. One thing 
does not happen because of the others, or how you say it, and then again, there was these bottles on the 
beach and there was this bar where there was playing music. I'm not sure how I should code the theater 
into the whole thing, so I'm guessing random dream scenarios. He is also saying several times, what 
was it, “It's all a lie” and “It's not real” and stuff like that. So I am guessing a dream of sorts or a 
serious acid trip or something like that. But mostly a dream, we all know when your are running from 
something in your dreams or that you have to do something in your dreams - and maybe it was the 
things that you needed to do in this dream.”

Malte: 25, plays games on a less regular basis but intensely in some periods, prefers AAA RPG games. 
Malte is an amateur actor with a few paid performances, who have used improv techniques for 
developing new material with his theater group, what I in section 2.2 defined as category 2: improv 
games for content creation. When he and his group perform the piece they have developed, they do not 
try to improvise script lines - at least that is not the plan. He explains that there is always a varying 
degree of improvisation in any theater performance, script or not. He is the only tester with any 
experience with improv. Malte was informed prior to the test that the prototype game was inspired by 
improv elements, but he was not informed in what way, how, and to which degree, though it might still 
have effected his play behavior to some degree.
 
Player behavior at the final puzzle of the game:
After hearing the disembodied voice telling Malte to think of a number between one and five, Malte 
associated the voice and wording with the scene/room where he encountered the hammer. Therefore, he
thought, he should place the hammer on hand #4 because that was the number he had chosen in the 
given scene. He had an idea behind how the order of things should be arranged, but when he realized 
that he could not rearrange objects already placed, he abandons this idea in favor of a some-what 
chronological ordering of objects, despite one already placed object seemed to obstruct this ordering. 
Malte thoroughly examines the set of keys, looking for clues or indications that could help him in his 
decision making before placing it.
The lack of interactivity in the sense of objects being locked to one hand once placed (due to bugs, 
practical reasons only), slightly broke the illusion for Malte; “Now let's just try this idea – Well, I can't 
do that! Orh.. Well.. Then I'll just arrange them in order instead” [TIME: 16.45-17.15]. 
He would rather have something happen with the odd spherical object, therefore he would have placed 
it on hand #5, but he was not unable to move it once it was placed in hand #3. Beyond the odd spherical
object Malte would rather see something happen to the hand grenade, which was why he placed it on 
hand #5 instead. He had a minor a-ha moment when realizing the system: 

"I got a hunch that the way I did this.. Yearh well, now we'll see what will happen.. It's 
just >>Why is it this exact order?<< I'm thinking, I got a hunch that no matter what 
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order I placed these things in, then that there [door] will open - like, five items just need 
to be there - But, this way I have done this says something, would I imagine, on the way 
I think. And I realize this too late I think, in relationship to how I would arrange this. 
Because, now I placed that there because she [female voice] asked me, afterwards I 
thought; to "beat the game" I maight have to set it up in order after the first scenario, 
second scenario, bla bla bla, like when I encountered the things. Then I thought I had to
set the things up in the way that hit me the most, so in that object - if we for an example 
are thinking improv theater - that can tell the best story" [TIME: 18.18-19.43]

At this point Malte had already improvised a connection between the voice, the hammer, and hand #4 
that was beyond any prior designed plot or theme, but when he realized that he actually had full 
freedom to improvise, he wished he had realized so before starting on the puzzle. He was split between 
trying to “beat the game” and he choosing objects that “hit him the most”, not knowing that these two 
different solutions/approaches could be one and the same. I credit this behavior largely to what I 
describe as gamers literacy, which will be explained in greater depth later in this section, forcing the 
mindset of the player to look for the right solution in terms of overcoming game logics and not in terms
of creating the most meaningful solution.  

When asked: “Can you give me a short resume of what happened in the game? And in terms of context
and story?” - Translated into English: 
~ “It is some kind of surreal physical examination/test of oneself. And all those things that pops up and 
all the things that you say, or one says, or someone says – not quite sure. Like “I know how this is 
going to end” and such. Despite this, in the beginning I though it was me, but later when he said “I 
know how this is going to end”, after he said that a couple of times, then I though that it is more likely 
the person who has put you in this test who is speaking, but now I am thinking that it might be your 
own sub-cosiness who is speaking. Hehe, does that make any sense? But then the female voice gets in 
and says the “think of a number between one and five” suddenly, and where the hell does she come 
from? I am not sure I can answer that. Because it was not the voice that I was used to hearing, I felt 
compelled to follow her instructions – and then you can't help but think of a number between one and 
five when you hear it – then you do it no matter what. So it is kind of an obstruction in a way. So if we 
put it into the story of your sub-consciousness talking to oneself, then it doesn't really fit, if I should put
it in a story. But if you see it as one who is testing you, then it fits well in the sense that we got this 
trippy doctor who has put you in this here test, this trance, and then it [the female voice] is his 
accomplice in a way. 
At first I did think it was myself saying all these things, like many video-game characters has a voice 
who speaks a lot to himself to give the player a sense of how he is feeling and what he should do. But 
this changed after “I know how this is going to end” and all that. So there was some things he said that 
altered my thoughts and made me think – okay, maybe it is not myself talking. 
It was mainly at the “hand-tree” [stone figure at final puzzle] that things started to make sense and you 
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got an idea of what was going on.  
Like, what are all these things, what do they mean? The hammer, is this my murderess tendencies 
because that was what I had when I was in that room where I found it. That hat means that I need to get
that hand on, now I am standing on a scene and I need to have something, so it is all these objects. It 
was first when I got in and could see all the objects all together that I could connect things; why exactly
these objects, why, what does it all mean and such.”

Martin: 26, has been playing many video-games when he was younger, now every once in a while 
when time allows it. Martin prefers strategy games and some FPS games.

Player behavior at the final puzzle of the game:
Martins approach to the final puzzle was quite straight forward, aiming for ordering the objects in 
chronological order they appeared to him throughout the game. As he was solving the puzzle he started 
to suspects that maybe the specific ordering was not crucial, however he never got his suspicion 
verified or dismissed during the game-play.   

When asked: “Can you give me a short resume of what happened in the game? And in terms of context
and story?” - Translated into English: 
~ “You wake up on this island beach, there are different places to go and different objects to collect. 
When you have collected all of these objects you go and put them into a totem pole and then you are 
done.
It reminds me of some kind of Aztec island with those totem poles and figures, there is some volcano 
and palm trees. So I have an idea that we are in South America or the likes. Maybe you have been on a 
cruise or on a tour. He keeps talking about, he got very deep thoughts, a bit depressed thoughts, there is 
a woman he has lost. He keeps comparing it with something that is lost or empty, something about how
he is misses someone, he says “no woman is an island”, so I think he is misses someone or something 
he is sad about. And then he is on this island - I got the feeling that while he is going about with his 
frustration, dreams, and loss, that you somehow get to collect the abstract pieces in his head so he can 
get on [in his life].
I got the impression that the voice you hear, is from the character you are playing. He is wondering 
around and commenting the things he sees and feels or thinks about what has happened before.”   

Mette: 25, she played a lot of PlayStation and a bit of PC when she was around the age of 13-14-15, 
but has not played video games in a long time.

Player behavior at the final puzzle of the game:
Mette had an interesting way of approaching and solving the final puzzle: The aesthetic way. When 
asked why she placed the objects the way she did, she literally answered that she placed the objects 
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based on; “I thought about how they laid the best in the hand” [TIME: 27.56-28.10]. Her concern was 
that the hammer would not really fit into any of the hands. It is an aesthetic as well as logical approach,
that some trinkets will fit into some sockets. It still came as a surprise to me because all the “hand” 3D 
models were identical and I had not designed for the objects to fit in any of the hands, but to hover 
slightly above the hand.   

When asked: “Can you give me a short resume of what happened in the game? And in terms of context
and story?” - Translated into English: 
~ “Something about, now that I have collected these things, then I can return to the “real world”. 
Something in that direction at least. It's funny, I can only think of it upon completing the game, on how 
it should make sense in relation to [...fiddles with microphone] maybe he has to collect some things, 
some very human things, it's the only human-like that there is. I don't really understand the different 
levels where there stands a transparent human figure, what that is all about. Maybe it is his love 
because he talks about how she knows how much he loves her, so it might be because he wants to get 
back to her. In a way it is also a bit psychotic(ish), like he is in some kind of psychotic condition, it 
could be because he takes some drugs and in that way escapes everything. So it does not have to be 
another world as such physically, but more like you are supposed to image that you are in his head, in a
way. But it was hard to guess what the goal was, but that's probably also the point of it I guess? That 
there is not supposed to be any goal.”

Rasmus: 25, has been playing on a regular basis, but not as much recently. Mostly plays RPG's.

Player behavior at the final puzzle of the game:
Rasmus placed the odd spherical object on hand #4 because he had picked “suspect” number four in the
scene where he had first encountered the voice telling him to think of a number between one and five. 
There was five suspects and five hands, so he assumed there was a correlation between these instances. 
Strangely enough, I had not realized that the number of suspects correlated with the number of different
objects/scenes, though it seemed obvious thereafter. The fact that I chose to have five “suspects” was 
slightly random and slightly due to what was most practical fitting for the scene.  
After Rasmus had placed the odd spherical objects, he too joined the group of players who sought to 
solve the puzzle by placing the objects in the chronological order associated with the stories they 
represent (his wording), despite him having already placed the spherical object based on another logic. 

When asked: “Can you give me a short resume of what happened in the game? And in terms of context
and story?” - Translated into English: 
~ “So you wake up on this island, right, and there is a boat and some bottles and something around you.
One could image that you had arrived from that there boat maybe. Everything is a bit surrealistic 
because of the things that are being said. You walk around and end up in some fairly weird situations 
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with some black characters of kind, I mean shadow like. Some small and a bit puzzle like and abstract, 
comments, and such. The comments are coming from the character you are playing. It seemed like he 
did not really understand what was going on, but he still had some kind of insight in some way. 
There are some things that he had to go through in order to escape that place, that island where he is, 
there are some kinds of trials that he is exposed to, or that he needs to do. Some experiences that he 
must go through maybe, that can unlock his way/path and there are some choices he must make – and 
some of them are more intentional than others, yep. 
It reminds my me of other genres, so, a kind of metaphor/picturing for a person's psyche maybe. Or a 
person's inside definitely, in some way conflicts, inner conflicts and such. You think about when you 
have to make the choices which were very clear; three doors, or pick a number between one and five, 
or one of the two ways in. Then you think a bit about why you should choose those things, both why 
oneself would do it but also why the character would do it, maybe.”

Thea: 29, does not play any desktop or console games, but plays mobile games at least once a month. It
is mainly quiz games and Subway Surfers (casual games). 

Player behavior at the final puzzle of the game:
The voice telling Thea to think of a number between one and five, prompts Thea to think of the number
two (same number as the number she thought of first time she encountered the voice). After thinking of
a number she is slightly confused about how she can “choose” the number she thought of, two, and 
tries to click on hand #2. Since this does not trigger any feedback/reaction from the game system, she 
works out that she must place one of the objects in hand #2 instead. She picks the hammer, unlike 
Malte, it was not because she associated that object with the voice, but because she has not seen that 
object before (when she played the scene with the hammer, she did not notice the hammer object). Thea
believes she must do something with the number two, seeing as that is the number she thought of. She 
then discovers a new object and decides it belongs on the position of hand #2. 
Once the hammer was placed, she continued to pick up other object and place them, in this process she 
figures out that she too wants to place the objects chronological from one to five, despite it being 
impossible at this point she tries her best to do so. 

When asked: “Can you give me a short resume of what happened in the game? And in terms of context
and story?” - Translated into English: 
~ “I woke up on this island, then I tried to go out into the water, but then I just woke up again. 
Wandering around (…)
Then I went through these portals to different universes where these different courses tooke place, and 
every time the course had come to an end I woke up where I started. 
I'm thinking the overall plot is that you don't really know who you are, and you don't know what has 
happened and where you came from. You get these fragments all the time, for example there is one 
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named Lizette, and something about; “did I get laid last night”. 
I believe I am narrating myself [the played character], or it is a bit doubled because it is a character that
I am inside, but I can still feel that I am not that person, because there are some things he knows that I 
don't. But there is also some things that none of us knows, there is diffidently some things that none of 
us knows. Like, where we are and what we should do. He probably knows where he came from, but 
there is none of us who know how we shall proceed. None of us know how it will end, or what we are 
going towards.” 
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5.1.2 General tendencies
When examining the various player tests conducted some general tendencies emerge. In this section I 
will bring forth the most dominant and general tendencies.  

Chronological ordering of objects in the last puzzle
Many of the testers tried to arrange the objects in the order they chronologically appeared to them. 
Within the group of tester that solved the puzzle this way, there are many variations of both what order 
they think the objects actually appeared in and players swapping one objects in favor of the odd 
spherical object for different reasons and at different positions. But even if we count this whole group 
of testers as one, despite they come up with the same solution, they all improvised this solution to the 
problem. The solution in question was no better or worse than any other combination, yet the majority 
of players where certain this was the “right” way to do it – which it naturally was not. On a logical code
level, any object placed within the hand trigger-zone will result in a Boolean variable becoming true. 
The majority of the players engaging with the puzzle, decode it as a puzzle and had certain expectations
of the puzzle: it has one right solution. The players' low level expectation or identification of the 
problem becomes materialized in their attempt to solve it. In this way, these players constructed one 
solution to a problem they based on the context and staging. Of those who improvised the same 
solution, their reasoning within the narrative for choosing this solution differed. Within this group we 
see a majority leaning towards a narrative involving tests or trials that the player/character had to 
complete in order to escape to the “real world” or “home”. Within this lose narrative it apparently 
makes sense to the majority of players, to arrange the objects in this way, though it makes little sense 
on a practical game-play level. On a practical level, picking the object closest to the hand makes the 
most sense, or, at least it is the most efficient way of solving the puzzle.  
One could argue that the human mind simply works towards structuring order from chaos and thereby 
ordering the objects chronologically was the only logical and natural human approach and expectation 
to the puzzle regardless of context and staging. If one wishes to diminish human behavior to something 
as simple as this, one can not ignore that the different improvised reasoning and causality that the 
players came up with differed greatly, which is essential since improv values process over result.  
While these players' low level solution might have been the same, the grander narrative problem they 
were trying to solve was not the same, or at least their understanding of the problem and why it needed 
this solution was not the same. 
Only one player seemed almost completely indifferent to the ordering. The tester, Asger, explained that 
he usually approach puzzles this way; by trying something random and expecting it to fail, but learn the
logic behind the puzzle in the process. 
Even in the case of all players improvised the exact same story and actions, it would in theory still be 
improv because improv does not need to be original. However, if all tester made the exact same 
actions, connections and constructions, the staging of improv had been beyond poor because this will 
indicate a very limited mental as well as physical possibility space. With every human being unique in 
experiences and identity, the likeliness of every player improvising the same behavior is none existing 
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in the case where the game actually supports and allow for diverse player improvisation. 
Staging agency can on the other hand be achieved by limiting mental and physical possibility space to a
degree where everyone would conduct the same behavior since it will be the most intuitive and natural 
reaction under the given circumstances in the specific game environment. Granted, it is not the only 
way to stage agency. 
Improv elements in games that strives for high player agency can be described as a gulf of improv in 
video games; when the agency designed for the player to “follow”, that is the players intentions in the 
game world, diverge or broaden in a way that allows for either mechanical, choice or implicit/explicit 
narrative improvisation within the pre-difined flow of events. 

Types of player improvisations 
Of all the different improvisations made by the different players at the final puzzle, none of them are to 
be categorized as mechanical improvisations. The players simply use one of the few mechanics in the 
game, as it has been used throughout the whole game. Arguably, the player was never trained to put 
objects in the hand of a stone figures, but the player does still not use the mechanic in a way it was not 
“intended” to. There was several player attempts to use the odd spherical object in original and intuitive
ways, but the game system did not really support this beyond simple triggers. 
There is choice making improvisation in the different ways players chose to arrange the objects, 
justified through different player reasoning. It is in this implicit and internal process of reasoning, or, 
for others just following impulses or intuition, we find the aspect that holds the most interesting improv
perspective in the Everything Is Everything prototype. 
The distinction between improvisation through choice making and implicit narrative improvisation gets
blurred here; implicit narrative improvisations does not necessarily have to materialize in choice 
making, but when it does, it becomes gradually explicit to the degree the game world supports it. 
The tester, Malte, did improvise a new use and meaning for known objects – just like in traditional 
theater games like “props” - but because the game world did not fully support this (it did not allow him 
to rearrange already placed objects, which he needed to do in order to materialize his vision), his 
improvisation was met with a “no” by the game world, killing the idea instead of picking it up. Luckily,
Malte quickly adapted to this and came up with an alternative arrangement quickly, but there still was a
short unwanted breakdown in-between. 
This indicates that if the designed game world does not support certain interactivity, not forcing the 
player to materialize her implicit improvisations can be beneficial in terms of avoiding breakdowns. 
Yet, when the player gets to carry out her improvisations through actual in game actions, it becomes 
much more powerful and uses the interactive medias qualities to a higher degree. In the mentioned 
example with the tester Malte, it was a very basic game mechanic that was not implemented, which 
presumably any professional development studio could implement without any hassle. Therefore, I 
argue that developers serious about implementing improv elements should not be too concerned about 
this kind of breakdown, but merely have in mind what kind of basic interactivity they stage and expect 
the player to improvise within. 
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Again, here I would like to stress the distinction between designing solely for agency and designing for 
improv: There is a difference between designing scenarios with player actions that feel intuitive and 
thereby most players will do and feel empowered because they get to do the actions they would have 
done anyway, and designing scenarios and actions that supports different player expressions and wills 
(be it implicit or explicit) within the experience. The two concepts are related in the way what agency 
does not necessarily equal improv, yet, it is hard to imagine well staged improv scenarios not creating 
the experience of player agency, but not impossible. 

The odd spherical object 
The majority of players toke note of this object. It was one of the first objects they would encounter and
the only object in the “base area” players could interact with. In term of color and shape it did stand out
from the environment, triggering most players to believe I had some kind of importance. Especially 
testers who played games on a regular basis where sure the object had a crucial function. Again, this is 
a product of gamer literacy; many games using puzzle elements usually have the important object 
highlighted to guide the player. This got some tester to instantly believe that this sphere fitted into a 
puzzle somewhere, it had to, because that is how games work. 
It was very interesting to see how the testers reacted to the object and what kind of sense they tried to 
make of it. The object was implemented at a very late stage of development and none of the uses the 
testers found for the object was intentionally or specifically allowed for. 
A general list of different interesting ways the players found usage for the odd spherical object:

• Several players dragged the object along almost everywhere they wondered, also into the 

different scenes. 
• Other players did not realize that they could pick up the sphere, but they noticed that they could 

push it by walking into it. Some player tried to push the sphere towards land, others into the 
water and some just tried to make it lay still again after they accidentally pushed it. 

• Two testers tried to put the object into the rune-stone/idol found in the corner of the base area 

surrounded by a stone wall. The rune stone has a hole in it, where the given tester tried to insert 
the spherical object into the hole.

• Two other testers tried to throw the object into the “volcano” in the middle of the base-area, one

failed and one succeeded. I did not intensionally allow for the spherical object to trigger the 
next scene once thrown down the hole, but luckily it did non the less. 
◦ One these testers was Malte; he was walking up the “volcano” with the sphere coincidental 

still picked up, when he almost was at the top, the narrator voice said “I wish you where an 
object”, which triggered Malte to believe that he was supposed to use the object now. 
Sacrifice it to the “volcano” of sorts. 

• Several players chose to place the spherical object in one of the hands of the stone figure at the 

final puzzle.  
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• The tester Asger was close to the spherical object when the narrator said that “it was lost”. 

Asger thinking the character is speaking to the spherical object as being lost, laughs and decides
to picked up the object and take it with him because of the incident [TIME: 10.40-10.50]. Just 
as he picks it up, the narrator says “I wish your were an object”, he responded by bursting out; 
“he said to the ball that he wished it was an object, which I find weird, because it is an object!” 
[TIME: 10.50-11.00]. This was a very comic moment for me because it was literally just Asger 
and an alien object that had a conversation in the middle of a virtual nowhere. Asger had 
interacted with the spherical object earlier, but because he did not really find any use for it he 
lost interest in the object, until this point where he thought that he (the character) was talking to 
the spherical object and thereby making it relevant again. I surely did not see this scenario 
coming when placing the odd object in the game world. 

The suspect room:
Strangely enough the vast majority of the test player thought of the number four and picked suspect 
number four. Why specifically number four was so popular is hard to say, but it likely something to do 
with basic human psychology when it comes to picking something from a pool, comparable with how 
magicians can guess which card you think of purely based on statics of previous players. What is far 
more interesting is that all players (also those who did not think of the number four) picked the suspect 
with the number corresponding to the number the player thought of. This humored me a great deal. 
Granted, the payers did not have anything else to base their choosing on, but no player hesitated the 
least to sentence the suspect based on a random number. I surely did not expect all players to behave 
this way. Furthermore, some players developed a relationship with the random number, reusing and 
referring to it at the final and last puzzle of the game.  
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5.2 A closer look at Everything is Everything 
Developing and exposing the prototype for players unaware of underlying agenda, was very giving and 
yielded very interesting results. However, the prototype was not an unconditional success, some aspects
worked better than expected, others underperformed for various reasons of which this section is 
dedicated to walk through the most dominant sources of deviation and error, as well as my 
considerations in regard to it.

Narrative too abstract and surreal.
This point of critique falls back to my analysis of The Old City: Leviathan, about striking the right 
balance between the abstract and concrete. Everything Is Everything was purposely abstract, but 
perhaps a bit too much for the average player to construct a some-what coherent narrative. Some 
players seemed inclined to disregard some narrator snippets or scenes as surreal and random and 
without having any underlying motive or sense. In one respect these players were right about that, but 
that was not the kind of experience I sought out to stage. Especially the truly random narrator snippets 
turned out problematic, when the same snippet was played twice and trice players started to disregard 
the narrator as unimportant or trivial. On the other hand this also created some interesting scenarios 
where players would think that the snippets that got played more than once where more important and 
crucial for the narrative than the other snippets.
Players did react to the narrator(s), even more than I initially expected, which was good because the 
narrator was not designed to be a narrator in any traditional sense, but more of a co-actor that could 
trigger implicit player improvisations by giving the players material and props to work with. 
More than one player looked around uneasy when hearing the “I’m I being watched?” snippet. The 
players did not say this out laud, but their reaction revealed it; they instantly looked around to see if 
they really were being watched or followed by someone. 
When a disembodied voice told the players to think of a number between one and five, all players did 
so. It is impossible to say if the players had also done so if I wasn't there, however, the majority of the 
players said the number out loud without me even asking. 
The abstract fragments did succeed in provoking the players to improvise quite different and interesting
narratives, which might not had been as diverse if the fragments of the game were more coherent. 
Several players leaned towards a narrative involving the player being trapped and needed to go through
a series test or trials, which was a far cry from my vision of the base plot being about figuring out what 
had happened the night before through a series of flashbacks. With regard to my goal was never to 
create a plot, but to stage a framework and an inherent problem from which the players could construct 
a plot, this was a success. But this did also entail that the “grand” ending of the game did not stage the 
kind of “A-ha” moment of interlocking clarity that I had hoped for. If I had managed to create a game 
logic that allowed for player to rearrange already placed objects on the hands, I believe the “A-ha” 
experience would have been greater for many players, because it would allow the players to freely 
arrange objects according to their logic instead of being forced to use a (in their mind) illogical 
arrangement, resulting in the players not understanding why or how they solved the puzzle.   
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Symbolism and game environment
Use of more ambiguous symbolism could have been interesting. In hindsight, instead of numbers on 
the hands of the final puzzle, it would have been interesting to see how the player reacted if it was 
different symbols instead, but when I placed the numbers on the stone figure, I had not expected so 
many players to strive for chronological ordering of objects, which I think would have been very 
different if symbols where used instead of numbers. The simple white X mark in the bottom of the row 
boat from the boat scene, made players make interesting behavior like standing on the X, jumping on 
the X, and carefully putting the rubiks cube on the X in anticipation of the game system to react upon 
this. More simple symbols like the X instead of numbers would have been equally interesting to see the
players reaction and approach to.  
The game is quite dark, both in terms of lighting and theme. Having mainly tested the game on a fairly 
large external monitor with the burning midnight oil as the only other source of light in the room, the 
game proved a bit too dark for some other monitors/laptops, especially for play tests during the day 
time. 
Concerning theme and setting, I have a personal preference and tendency towards dark games, music, 
literature etc..  Therefore, my tolerance of when something is considered dark or depressing is probably
not in-line with the average player. I did not strike me until late, that the games thematic was darker 
than what most players preferred or is used to, or at least more tragic than comic. This was not a 
problem for the tests as such, merely an observation. My goal was all the time to design a game that 
supported both comic and tragic thematics. Especially the potential of deploying tragic themes was of 
interest, because that genre is not widely used in traditional improv theater either, making it interesting 
to see how it then would fare in the video-game medium, which already has a debatable relationship to 
the tragedy genre. 
All testers laughed at different locations and situations, often triggered by the different narrator 
snippets. Yet, the majority of the testers experienced the general theme of the narrative as sad or 
depressing, which indicates that I did establish a framework that support both comic and tragic 
thematics.   

Bugs
There was generally few crucial bugs in the game, but one tester needed to restart the game once and 
another who was streaming the game had stability issues (and was using old hardware/drivers). One 
bug persisted and made the already abstract game slightly more confusing for one player: If the player 
swing the golf club too fast in the “Golfing scene”, a collision with the gold ball will not be detected, 
resulting in the golf club going through the hand grenade and coursing the scene not to load/switch 
before the player lowers the golf club again.  

The interviews
The possibility for me to record the video feed of all the game-play sessions was very desirable, this 
would also have made it easier to show and document how the different players reacted, but due to a 
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limited hard drive and computing capacity (recording (writing to the file system) and playing the game 
at once proved very demanding), this was unfortunately not possible. 
To some degree, my asking about “what happened in the game?”, made the players get more attentive 
and provoked reflection regarding the narrative, meaning that their following account of what narrative 
they constructed has a degree of retrospective interpretation which is unavoidable. It does not mean that
the players did not improvise, they all did, but that my subsequent questioning also resulted in some 
degree of interpretation (as opposed to real-time observation).  
I could have told all the players prior to the game test, that the game was designed to stage different 
kind of improvisation, which players of a traditional improv theater games naturally would know 
before starting the game. I did not to this, because I wanted to see to what degree the game could speak 
for itself and because if I told the players about the concept prior to playing the game, they would over-
act or over-think everything in a way of trying to be helpful. Video games are usually published into the
ether without the developer being present in the other end where the player sits when first lunching the 
game. Therefore, any information and guidance on how the game ought to be played must be part of 
the game package, and even then, it is no guarantee that the end player will take any note of it. Unlike 
video games, conventional improv theater games are always conducted at the physically same location, 
with at least one who knows how a given improv game plays present.
Only one tester, Malte, knew beforehand that the game was inspired by improv elements, which 
presumably altered his play style compared to if he had not known this. 

Gamer literacy
Any Literate person knows that (in the western world) a conventional book is read from the left to the 
right, it probably has a table of context, page numbers, and maybe even an index to make it easy for the
reader to navigate in the book. Comparable, the majority of commercial games has the same kind of 
standard patterns ingrained in its design. Therefore, it was not unexpected that many players presumed 
that objects with a distinct color or glow was more important than others, that is after all how it works 
in most games.  
What was more unexpected was many players understanding of a right solution. Several players noted 
after having picked one of the tree doors to go through and thereafter waking up on the beach a second 
time, that they must have picked the wrong door. These players got a bit surprised to see that the three 
doors now where gone, since they thought that they were expected to try again until they found the 
right door. This mindset of right and wrong solutions is a typical liniar and/or puzzle game legacy. This
mindset is very little compatible with improv's ideal of there being no right or wrong solutions, process 
as opposed to result, to the problem at hand. 
I believe this is an important factor to have in mind when staging for improv in video games. This is in 
line with the question of to what degree the player should be informed prior to playing that 
improvisation is encouraged. The conclusion here is that this would be beneficial to bypass old gamer 
habits, to stage the player's mindset, so to say. 
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5.3 Findings in perspective 
I was positively surprised by the meanings, connections, scenarios, and stories the different players 
came up with by playing Everything Is Everything. For an example the tester Martin's take on the game
made an impression on me at the moment, almost making me in doubt if I had unconsciously designed 
the story he had constructed. He made sense of the game by seeing it as one pig puzzle on metaphorical
level, that he solved in his own interesting way, and when presented to me made a lot of sense – but not
a sense I had “hidden” or other ways planted in the game deliberately. To one extend, he was an improv
actor and I the audience. Seeing what this small group of players where able to generate from a very 
experimental and technically challenged game, insured me that incorporating improv elements into 
video-games has enormous further potential, especially if the format is refined - for an example by 
taking into account the knowledge this research has yielded. 

It was fascinating just how many people observed none-existing objects/elements or saw 
object/element as one thing and not another. The tester Martin mentioned the presence of palm trees 
[TIME: 19.50-20.05] when recapping the narrative of the game, these where important because in his 
vision the context was a cruise tour somewhere in South America. Though there was Aztec-like stone 
structures that could point towards that graphical region (though Easter Island would be more precise), 
there was no palm trees what so ever anywhere in the game. Interestingly, one of the structures is a 
rune-stone with a Norse look, but if one wish to, it can easily fit into Aztec theme. The “volcano” was 
never designed to be a volcano either, but more like a whole in the ground. This indicates that the 
mental construction of things the player makes, in some cases overwrites what is actually there or at 
least makes the player more prone to observe edge-case elements in a way that favors and supports 
their idea of the context and events taking or have taken place there. This further supports my 
argument, that the players implicit narrative improvisations alter how the player observes and thereby 
reacts within the game world ultimately having an impact of how the narrative construction develops 
and not just how it is interpreted retrospectively. 
Likewise, Malte put some symbolism into the rubiks cube only having one side, which was merely a 
texture issue/bug. Malte also though that the dark pit behind the games last stone door/slab was a rabbit
hole; “down the rabbit hole”, because it fitted into his idea of the game world and Alice in Wonder 
Land-like narrative.
Similarly, because of poor lighting, Asger thought the hand grenade was a golf ball in the Golfing 
scene, because that (very reasonable) made the most sense to him.
The small narrator snippets such as; “think of a number between one and five” did dramatically alter 
some players understanding of the situation and what they ought to do next, where others hardly 
noticed it. Based on how players was inclined to observe object/elements as something they were not, it
is sound to draw the distinction that players disregard some and empathize other narrator snippets 
based on how it fits into the context and narrative they are constructing/improvising.  
Like the “rhapsodist” of the ancient era who was sewing songs together from a pool of possible verse, 
the player too connects pre-written snippets in different ways as she goes along, creating (new) 
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compositions in the act. Unfortunately, the player does not really have the freedom to directly choose 
which snippets to use, but the player does still choose which snippets and events to react upon, pursue 
and put meaning into and thereby implicitly sewing a narrative (rather than a song) together as she is 
performing her play. Despite the narratives constructed this way are hardly comparable with the 
classics that has defined and influenced much of western culture, they hold a unique quality because 
the player gets to sit on both the chair of the audience who has come to observe the spectacle, and on 
the stage as the rhapsodist who has come to perform and create the spectacle.  

Throughout this thesis I have been analyzing and discussing the staging of especially what I defined as 
implicit narrative improvisation extensively - before the curtain falls - I will present the possibility and 
outlook of what I was not technically able to deploy: Explicit narrative improvisation.
As the tester Malte suggested in a discussion we had after he had played the game, the game could 
record the players voice and then (re)use it in interesting ways and scenarios within the game world. In 
fact, Malte first though that the game was taking is audio input into it's logics because of the headset 
with microphone he was instructed to put on. The point of the headset opposed to using normal 
headphones was solely as a way to record his think-out-loud comments during the play session.
Nevertheless, the game could be streamed to an audience creating a hybrid of virtual world, 
improvisation and theater performance in a format that is likely to make the likes of Muray gay, 
especially if the virtual world was designed as a Holodeck. This could also be made a single-
player/audience only game, that would be comparable with for instance Eulogy for a Dead World, but 
with player submitted voice-over instead of plain text. 
Establishing a meaningful dialogue with an object or a NPC that is more than the NPC merely asking 
or doing something that the player must respond to is a major challenge. NPC-AI can hardly pick up on
a joke and create any kind of conversational ping-pong, so the dialogue will always die or restart once 
the player responds to the NPC's lead. That is why this kind of staging (at least with current state of AI 
technology) needs to be a multi-player setup. The multi-player co-op part of the game Divinity: 
Original Sin (Larian Studios 2014) introduced one way of establishing dynamic dialogue in a multi-
player environment, which explicit narrative improv games could benefit from. In Divinity: Original 
Sin multi-player, the player will typically play in a party of two to four players, each player controls her
own character. Within the party players can start conversation with other party member as if they were 
NPC's. When two (or more) players engage in a conversation the dialogue options are similar to the 
options from the single player campaign, but each players has different options and can not see the 
other players dialogue options. In this way players can argue back and forth through the pre-made 
dialogue options, in a familiar manner similar to how they would interact when in dialogue with NPC 
characters. An ended dialogue usually ends up in one or more attributes being increased or decreased, 
but not necessarily. To make matters more interesting players and NPC's can engage in group 
conversation. If the two or more players in the party cannot come to an agreement related to a quest, 
player attributes, mini-games or fatal violence can be used to conclude the dispute.  
The same kind of multi-player dialogue setup could be implemented in a virtual world using real time 
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voice-over. 
Picture a simple three person game taking place in the virtual world of a courtroom, where one plays 
judge, one prosecutor and one defender. The crime, circumstances and details can either be improvised 
or randomized. Randomness prevents the players from planning to far ahead and from sticking to one 
strategy, which makes for more interesting game-play. The different players will have different options,
mini-games and mechanics they can use or call to. It is easy to imagine different mechanics like calling 
in evidence or witness (NPC or players), but at the cost of another option/action the player thereby 
gives up on. Timing and prioritizing resources becomes important mechanics, like in the popular quiz 
show of Who Wants To Be A Millionaire. Ultimately the player who plays judge get to plea the 
defender guilty or innocent depending on the other players respective performance during the game 
session. This setup can easily be imagined as turning out very comic, dramatic or an absurd mixture 
depending on the players and the randomized content. From a commercial perspective, beyond a basic 
price tag, the game could feature in-game purchases for new/more scenarios, objects, locations and so 
on. Completed with platform for user generated content on the side, the game would have all the 
characteristics of a modern game, but with a fundamentally different and dynamic narrative experience.
The evident downside with said setup is that it will demand more from the players in terms of exposing
oneself. To this I will argue that it is matter of staging and not the players involved. As Johnstone puts 
it; It's possible to turn unimaginative people into imaginative people at a moment's notice.”(Johnstone 
1987, 75) 
Similarly, if we turn to how Spolin defines improv as a; “process as opposed to result; not ad-lib or 
"originality" or “making it op by yourself”; a form, if understood, possible to any age group;” (Spolin 
1999, 383), further indicating that successful improv games must rely on staging and designing the 
stage and less on the actors involved.
Games like Wii Sports, Sing Star, and Guitar Hero has made millions of players expose themselves in a
very physical and at times silly manner towards other players – and that is even without hiding behind a
virtual face/reality/name – namely because these games successfully staged the performance and 
exposure as something happening within the safety of the magic circle (Huizinga 2009). Therefore, I do
not see player insecurity or reluctance to exposure as getting in the way of explicit narrative player 
improvisation, as long as the stage is set for it.  
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6. Conclusion

Initially, I opened this thesis by asking the following question; 

How, and to what extent, has games been successful at staging players in spaces and 
situations where they must improvise or construct a possible course of action, 
comparable to that of actors in improvisational theater, and how can this staging be 
developed further?

The question has been addressed extensively throughout the whole thesis, following is a concluding 
summery of the most significant findings from my research.  

6.1 Improv and games
The ability to improvise is a human feature that has been staged and orchestrated throughout time. 
Improvisation has been utilized in cultural performances and expressions with traces in Western history
reaching back to the ancient Greek era. Improvisational theater (improv) is a specific modern format 
within the improvisation-umbrella. Improv can be divided into short-from, which is mainly 
autonomous sketches and games, and long-form improv witch has a more narrative-like structure. 
Improv and video games have many similarities, both can be described and analyzed using Huizinga's 
and Caillois's terminology. Improv theater games separates itself from video-games by being a group 
exclusive activity, whereas video-games can be played alone. I have categorized the different improv 
theater games and exercises into three overall categorizes; games used for rehearsal and skill refining, 
games used for content creation, and games for games sake. 

I have presented and examined a series of games that has successfully staged different aspects of player
improvisation. I can conclude that we in current games find plenty examples of how the staging player 
improvisation has created engaging and interesting player experiences. The improv player experience 
separates itself from other game-play experiences, by appealing to the players immediate intuition and 
impulses as opposed to more strategical, motor and reflex skill based game experiences. Player 
improvisation is to high degree an implicit mental activity that is materialized through the player's 
behavior in the game world. 
I have categorized these player improvisations in video-games into three overall categories, these are: 
Mechanical, choice-based, and Implicit narrative improvisation. 
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6.2 Taking improv in games further
By conducting research through design, I was able to test my findings and theories from a practical 
game development perspective. This did not only verify my claims and hypothesis, but also yielded 
interesting new insights on player improvisation in the process. 
Despite the prototype I developed for the purpose was very experimental, players were able to 
construct very different and interesting narratives by playing the game. I was surprised by the 
connections and meanings the players improvised as a way of solving the games inherent problems. 
The narratives and causalities constructed by the players was well beyond the sparse narrative elements
I had embedded in the game world. These connections and mental framing the players themselves 
improvised affected their in-game behavior, because their actions and intended actions was in 
accordance with the narrative context they themselves constructed. This proved that designing 
specifically for staging player improvisation impacts both game-play and narrative experience as a 
whole.
My research approach was qualitative and my test base limited, based on this I can conclude that 
designing and staging for player improvisation in video games has great potential and promise for 
creating unique and dynamic game-play and narrative experiences. Implementing improv elements in 
video-games is a resource that is by no means exhausted or utilized to its full potential with current 
game technologies. When staged well, player improvisation in video-games creates an engaging 
experience that relates to a human feature embedded within all agers, genders and cultural 
backgrounds, creating unique experience with a mass appeal and potential audience. 
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